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Gordon, Frymire decline to comment on matter

Seven reported as finalists for presidency at Murray State
From Staff. AP Reports
A college administrator and an
Air Force general are among
seven educators still in contention
for the presidency of Murray State
University, officials said
The two finalists, both from
Kentucky, were identified as Dr.
Marshall Gordon. a Murray professor and administrator since
1962. and Air Force Gen. -James
Allen.
. _
▪ Officials who- named the pair
said they wished to remain
anonymous because they are close
to the search.
- The other candidates include
administrators from universities

in Pennsylvania. Texas. Illinois
and Kansas,the officials said
The Murray Board of Regents
had planned to release the names
of each candidate before a series
of campus interviews next month
Richard Frymire. chairman of
the board'of regents, declined this
knorning to confirm or deny the
candidates identities or that the
search had been narrowed to
seven finalist. The chainnan had

stated earlier there were "less
than 20" candidates for the Job.
Frymire did say the regents
plan to have all finalists on campus sometime in March and a
press release with each can-

didate's credentials will be issued
24 hours pnor to his visit. Until

then, he said he would not discuss
identities of the candidates
Each visit, depending on individual situations, is expected to
be about 24 hours with an overnight stay, the toard chairman
said.
When asked this morning if he
was one of the finalists. Gordon
said he felt it would be inappropriate to respond because of
the board of regents' positiOn to

keep the candidates anonymous
until prior to their visits. •
Gordon did say that he had submitted an application for the

presidene) followinka nomination
to that post in his behalf.
A Ballard County native. Gordon. 45, has been Murray's vice
president for university services
since 197;
He has also served two years as
dean of Murray's College of Environmental Sciences and has a
Ph I) in organic chemistry' from
Vanderbilt University 57, a Louisville native. Is
commander-in-chief of the
Military Airlift Command -at Srott
Alf Force Rase in Illinois
He is a graduate of the
S
Military Academy' at West Point,
N N' , and has a master's degree in

business administration from
Georae Washington I'niversit

education from Indiana l'itiv•ersit
a.n.1 undergraduate and
From 1974-77, .A.Ilen was
master's degrees from Flori,L,
superintendent of the
S' Air
State
Force Academy He WaS Chief of
• 1.amb a-as a prob.:sear and ha irstaff of Supreme Headquarters.
man of t7T-s.in
Allied Powers. from 197;-;9
division and a professor on
The officials said the other five
.Nustin campus He als•1 tta. ser%
hr
candidates are
Heti) ed its a professor at the rfIlLersit‘
Reinhard, 50. president .4 Slip-'- _of Wisconsin at Steven. Point
pets Rock State College in Penntoral
1.artib received tn..sylvania. 1 ir I lordon Land), 1. ilerec in choral II tel.ltlire anti
vice presiden(t id academic affairs
conducting .tt thy Crinersity of
at the University of -Texas at San
Nebraska ara an ungtergra*itiate
Antonio, I )1. Bruce Swinburne. 50, degree from Simpsun Culleg,r in
I.... a
Vier president of s- tudent affairs at
Southern Illmoig*University at • Swinburne has been Sirs tieaa
Alf NflItieraN ,and a professor of
Dr J a mes ApCarbondale
pleberry, 44. president of Pitthigher edu-t'Ution Ile also was
.l'mversity in tialbaN.
dean of Cden uaks ComitturittY
sburg State
and I it Kali Stroup, Is. i 14.1'
College in Centreville. Mich . for
president of academic affairs at
two s ears and an administrator at
,
Eniporia State-University- in KanIowa I..lke% l'Olallikala
ferVIA'i'd
IltioetIlUate
sas
•• Reinhard was assistant to the
higher -education ailministi anon
president of Florida A& M for fi%,. from Indiana University . .1
-years Previously, he held • ad: master's degree in educational
munstrative positions at ['nit ersi
psycholtigy and guidance froiii t fie
Cniversity of Northern Colorado
ty of Tennessee, Western I'm-obit.'
cr
University, Florida State I
and a bachelor•s deeree from Ike
Universiti of Northern I.014
sit% in,i Auburn ['Inver-sit%
He holds it doctoral degree in
hi Page 21
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Red Cross selects
fund drive chairman
1A.cal dentist Ronnie Babb 11.1.,
been named_198.3(allowas C 'ounty
American - lied Cros,s Fund I int
Chatrniaii ili3o the local board of

ACRES BURNED — Calloway County Fire-Rescue Squad
members had a busy Saturday afternoon with two fires — burning a
total of 70 acres of woods and fields. Squad firefighters and members
of the Division of Forestry battled 0,hours to contain a trash fire to
10 acres near the Kentucky 732 area (above). Another trash fire was
reported later Saturday afternoon on Bailey Road which burned 10

acres. Capt. Robert Trenhoirn of the rescue squad urged residents to
be cautious when burning trash and not to burn during high winds.
Squad member Eddie Stone was treated and released at the hospital
for second-degree burns on his arms. No other injuries were
reported.
Staff photo by Matt Sanders

State faces revenue loss from write-offs
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP — Kentucky may lose as much as $120
million in corporate income taxes
over the next two years because of
a law that allows businesses to
claim large write-offs for
depreciation,say officials.
The so-called "rapid depreciation" law passed during the 1982
General Assembly permits corporations and individual

sunny, warm
Today partly sunny and
warm. High in the mid to upper
Ns with southeast winds 5 to 10
mph. Tonight partly cloudy and
mild. Low in the mid to upper
40s with east to southeast winds
5 to 10 mph. Tuesday mostly
cloudy and not quite as warm.
High in the upper 504 to low 10e

with light and variable winds.
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nothing, said state Finance
Secretary Robert Warren.
"you're going to have to cut pro-

grams or raise taxes

somewhere

else."
Geary said there are other pro-

blents with the corporate tax that
could cause additional problems
for the state.
The tax is unpredictable
because of the changing economy.
and most corporate tax revenue
comes from multistate companies

that can legally transfer their
operations to other states with
lower tax rates, he said.
Governor John Y. Brown Jr.
said recently that if he calls a

special .legishitive session before
he leaves office next December,
he may take up the corporate tax
problem.
Brown and his advisers are
already considering a flat rate

levy on Kentuckians' individual
income

At this point. we're lust concentrating on the flat rate tax."
said Geary. who said there are "15
or 20" different approitOes to the
corporate tax problem
Warren and Rep. Joe Clarke;DDanville, chairman of the House
Appropriations and Revenue.
Committee, have suggested
chanting the formula on which the
state corporate tax is Weed.,
The existing tax is based equalcompany
ly On three tailors
sales, payroll and investment But
Warren said the formula should be
weighted more heavily toward
sales so the state doesn't penalize
companies that bring investments
to Kentucky.
"In effect, what this would do is

shift the corporate tax burden
from Kentucky companies to outof-Mate companies doing business
In Kentucky" he said.

Subcommittee looks at bank's collapse
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businesses to devalue their plants
and equipment at an accelerated
rate..
Unless the law is changed, said
state Revenue Secretary Ron
Geary, Kentucky stands to lose
millions of dollars a year an corporate income taxes.
"On the best data we have, you
are looking at a loss of $40 million
to 00 million per year, said
Geary, who added that another-Se
million to $10 million could be lost
because of depreciatielisfrom the
current biennium.
Current budgetary estimates
show that the state collects
roughly $160 million dollars a year
in corporate income taxes.
It the lawmakers decide to do
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KNOXVILLE, Tenn.(AP) — A
Congressional subcommittee
wants to know if federal
regulators could have prevented
the collapse of United American
Bank of Knoxville.
Rep. Doug Barnard, D-(a,,said
Sunday he has asked the Federal

Deposit Insurance Corp. what information it had'before the bank
failed and whit action it took to
help prevent the bank's collapse.
-We have good reason Co believe
that the bank was in serious condiUOIT -In 197e," said Barnard.
chairman of the House subcommittee on Commerce, COnsurner
and Monetary Affairs.
"We're trying to see what steps
the FDIC took, If any, to
strengthen the condition of the

bank."
Tennessee Banking Commiestoner Billy Adams declared UABKnozville insolvent and ordered it
closed last Monday. It was the nation's fourth largest .bank collapse.
The bank, the flagship institution of World's Fair financier Jake
Butcher's banking empire,
reopened Tuesday after merging
with First Tennessee Nnosville.
subsidiary 01 First Tennessee National Corp. of Memphis.
Banortf-oxaid the coullpse of
UAB-Knoxville on the heels of the
Wore of Penn Square Bank of
Oklahoma "gives us all a lot of
cenceni as to the proper function
of the regulatory agencies."
On Saturday, Butcher announc-

ed his resignation as chairman of
the United American Bank of
Memphis, which was not affected
by UAB-Knoxville's demise.
The announcement ciune one
day after Butcher resigned as
chairman of the United American
Bank in Somerset, Ky., and Its
directors voted to return the $147
million institution to Its former
name. First and Farmers Bank of
SomersetAlso last week, directors of the.
United American Bank in Lesitler replete-et'iitOrnEras
chief executive and restored the
bank's former name. Citizens
Union National Bank and Trust
Co.

Barnard said his subcommittee
(Continose On Page 21

directors
Babb, a native of Mayfield. ha S
had an established practice of
dentistry in Murray (or 14 years
He is a graduate of Murray State
University. where he co-eaptamed
the football lean'. and University
Of Kentucky Dental School He
and his wife, Jane, are the parents
of a daughter, 1 A•C Ann, a JUIII4 If at
Murray f lig h School
According to Babb. one- eat
filleMber of the board of directors
of the local Red Cross, the goal for
this year's fund drive has been set
at 110.000
Babb said; The fund drive is
for 4 very worthy cause. our lied
Ronnie 11111)1)
Cross is responsible for the learn
to swim program every summer Malta'
a• !feed the I(I•41
Cross in the I opallatalti A III •a NI"
which involves 1,200 participants
In addition, the Red Cross is la) ever dues happen," 1141)1)said
Babb announce.' the appointcall seven days a week. 24 hours a
day, to assist active military' per- ment of liolioe_s Ellis. Stuart
sonnel -as welt • as veteransand Poston and Paul Kilr.SIIN WI 411their dependents SafetS* services
(1101[1•1 ChM
and first aid classes are offered to Mend/CIS
The fund ilriy I' ku koff bieakfast
the community and in-liquse
.„
operations
.15 SlAited for ; .10 a in Mauch S. at
'The Red Cross locally assists the University Bran. Ii of the Bank
victims of tornadoes and one fami- of Murray Both Peoples Bank and
ly fires Although Calloway. Coun- Bank of Murray will sponsor the
ty has never been stricken with a event. Babb said
•

Adelman,journalist
could meet at hearing
WASHINGTON I AP) - Arms
control nominee Kenneth I. Adelman and the journalist who
says Adelman called arms reduction talks a sham may meet in a
Senate hearing room this week
The battle over Adelman's
nomination to head the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency
will share top billing in Congress
with the drive to counter the
recemion and a closed-door investigation of the Environmental
Protection Agency.
A spokesman for Sen. Charles
H. Percy, R-Ill., chairman of the
Senate Foreign Relations Committee, said Percy would decide
early in the week on Sen Alan
Cranston's request for a third
hearing for Adelman.
The nominee, now deputy U.S.
ambassador to the United Nations, appeared before the committee on Jan. 27 and Feb, 3. The
first time, many members said his
answers on arms control issues
were too vague. The second time.

tame up with a a May 21. 1981. col-

umn in The New N'ork liatly News
in which columnist Ken Auletta
quoted Adelman. then a politicol
scientist with the Stanford
Itesarch Institute, on the sublect
of negotiating for arms control
"My policy would be to do it for
political reasons," he was quoted
as saying "1 think it's a sham."
Adelman said he doesn't believe
this, can't rehiember saying it and
doesn't recall ever giving all interview to Auletta Auletta came up
with notes that confirm the quote
but also show an Adelman statement, not used in the column, that
he would be willing to seek 'a real

reduction in nuclear weapons" if
the Soviets would follow suit.
In other congressional business,
a House Ways and Means subcommittee is expected to give formal
approval to a Democratic
measure extending unemployment benefits an additional 10
weeks, up,. to 65 weeks in states
where joblessness is highest
The panel approved the plan in
principle last week after rejecVac, by a 7-4 party-line vote,
President Reagan*s 'proposal to

he was more definite about matters.
Some members when.
undecided swung to Adelman's
side, but anent Are tiikatisiiielfteTid the 'Current program called When the committee met ins for a maximum of 55 weeks.
Wednesday to vote on the nomination, the lineup was 9-8 against
him To avoid an outright reJeclion, the vote was put off.

Cranston, D-Calif.. meanwhile,

Also in the House. the Ap.
propriations Couunittee will take

up Reagsn's $4.3 billion program
of public works jobs and food and
shelter for the needy,

P444. THE 444 Nit At.ki 4.1.04.I.R & TIWEi.lIos4av.lebesaet zi. 1013

Atkins gives qualifications to serve

JUI WARD QUARTET TO PERFORM — The Juilliard Quartet will perform at II p.m. Tuesday in Lovett
Auditorium on Murray State University's campus. The performance is cooporuioreci by Murray Civic Music
Association and Murray State and is funded in part by the Kentucky Arta Council and the National Endowment for the Arts The quartet includes Robert Mann and Earl Carly on violins.Samuel Modulen viola,and
Joel Krosnick on cella

Medicare's future in question
A study by the Congressional
Budget Office to be Issued next
month says the Medicare tru.st
fund may be empty in six years if.
the Social Securty System fails to
make good 4cn interest on the
money it has borrowed. the Times
reported
AcccIrding to the report. $12
billion was withdrawn from the
Medic Air trust fund in order to

rescue Social Security benefits.
The Medicare trust fund pays
for hospital care, nursing homes
and home health services for 26
million elderly Americans According to the report, the trust
fund dropped from $18 7 billion in
1981 to a balance of U 3 by the end
of 1982 The loss was mainly due to
borrowing by Social Secunty. the
Times said.
If you think we face serious
deficit problems with the Social
Security cash program, you're in
for a big surprise when you look
down the road at Medicare's
future," Sen Bob Dole, R-Kan .

told the Times. Dole is chairman
of the Finance Committee, which
oversees the retirement and
health insurance programs.
"Medicare could literally go
broke sometime toward the end of
the decade. perhaps as early as
1987 or 1988," Dole said.
The report projects that by 1987
the Medicare trust fund will show
a deficit of $7 6 billion and will
continue to balloon until it reaches
S402.9 billion by 1995.
In making these projections, the
report assumes no additional
money will be borrowed by Social
Security and loans will not be
repaid

Journalism clinic set for March 11
The annual journalisnl and
broadcasting workshop for high
settrxcl students will be Friday,
March 11. in the University Center
at Murrily State University
Sponsored by the Department (if
Journalism and Radio-Television
at Murray State, the one-day
workshop will begin at 8 a in and
end at 2 Ui p III
More than 200 high school
ytudents arid advisers from high
schools in %Nast Kentucky and
West Tennessee are expected to
attend, according to Dr. Hobert
McGaughey. workshop director
arid chairman of the department
• A registration from 8 to 9 a m
will be followed by two morning
workshop sessions In each session, students and advisers will
have a choice of nine different
I lasses ranging from
yearbook

production to advertising and
from photography to column
writing
The afternoon season will offer
six different topics. They will
range from broadeasting to-sports
writing and from legal problems
to reporting public affairs,,
Conducting workshop sessions
will be Dr I..J flortin_Tetired
chairman of the Department of
Journalism at Murray State,
Dwain McIntosh, assistant director of information and public services; John Mint° and John
Josten American Yearbook Publishing Co.; Bill Farr,
Taylor Publishing Co ; Jim
Wilson, director of the MSU-TV
studios; and Mark Welch, program director for WKMS-FM
radio at Murray State

Karl Harrison, managing editor
of The Paducah Sun; Bill
Bartlernan, adviser of The Murray State News; Dr. Roger Haney,
grades'e coordinator of the
Dcpartinent of Journalism and
Radio-Television; I>ebbie Wattier, instructor in journalism; Joe
Rigsby, assistant professor of art.
and Barry Johnson, university
photographer at Murray State.
The fee for students attending
the workshop is U and includes
the cost of lunch. Advisers who bring students will not be charged.

terior Committee
"He o President Reagan? has appointed people ... who simply don't
believe in the laws they're appointed to administer,- Udall
said "It's now coming through It
cuts very deep, and I don't think
the White House can get away
from it "
Chafer, chairman of the Senate
environmental pollution subcommittee, said, "The president ran
on a certain platform. He appointed these people who are
enunciating his views.
"They aren't my vtews, they
aren't the views of many of the
Repubhcans in the Senate and
House. and I don't think they're
always the views of the American
people," Chafer said.
A White House official disputed
the charges. "We want to protect
the environment. That's precisely

Presidency...
(Continued From Page 1
• Appleberry has served as an
She received her bachelor's,
assistant chancellor at the Univermaster's and doctorate degrees
sity of Kansas and as director of from Kansas.
planning and a professor of adThe search for a new Murray
ministration there
president began last July, when
A former public school teacher, the board voted not to renew the
Appleberry was a professor and contract of President Constantine
administrator at Central Missouri W. Currie, which expires June 30
State University, where he earned A controversy ensued, with five of
his bachelor's and master's the eight regents resigning, four
degrees
at the request of Gov. Jahn Y
He received his doctorate in Brown Jr.
education from Oklahoma State - Brown appointed replacements.
-University in1989 where he was a- and the new board began sitting
peofesast- !r_.•-!•. light years andbeed through ahoy:. !.0
.6 •••••1
_, trinkets
of the department of administra- and nominations for the presition and higher education from dent's position.
1973-75
Irrymire said no date has been
• Strout) has served as faculty set for announcing Curets' suemember,*distant dean of woman
but he added that it would
and director of the Hirai arts col- be before Curris' contract runs
lege at the University of Kansas
out.

By DONALD M. BOTHBERG
AP Political Writer
ST PAUL, Minn. i AP)
Former Vice President Walter F.
Mondale, declaring "I am ready
to be president of the United
States," today entered the race
for the 1964 Democratic presidential nomination with all the advantages and perils of being the
early front-runner.
In a speech prepared for
delivery' at the Minnesota State
Capitol, Mondale cited his service
in state and federal government
and said.
-I have the experience. I know
where the talent is. I know the
White Home. I know how to hape
a government. I know how to
manage. I know the Congress.
know how to defend this country. I
know how to search for peace. I
know who our friends are. I'm on
to our enemies. I know our people.
And I know myself: I am ready."
Mondale entered the race after
a year of non-stop campaigning. ..
With a strong staff in place ind
a solid fundraising base, Mondale
was the' acknowledged frontrunner in a growing Democratic
field

Mondale, during a three-day
campaign trip through Iowa and
New Hampshire, plans speeches
on farm issues and arms control,
but his declaration of candidacy
stuck to general pnnciplstorather
then specific proposkitEN.
.
''1 ask for your niindate seize
the American advantage — to invest in our values, our talent, our
competitiveness, our strength and
our survival," he said.
He called on Congress "to chop
those deficits down, scale the
defense budget to reality, repeal
the scheduled tax cuts for the
wealthy, repeal indexing and keep
our tax system progressive."
On foreign policy, Mondale said
the United States should ratify the
SALT II treaty, stand by the ABM
treaty and negotiate a comprehensive test ban agreement.
"We must have a president who
masters the arms-control process,
does the hard bargaining with the
Soviets, negotiates a mutual and
verifiable nuclear freeze and, at
long last, reverses this mindless,
wasteful madness," he said.
After the announcement, Mondale was to launch his three-day
campaign swing with a quick

flight to Minnesota's Iron Range.
where unemployment has reached
30 percent in some communities.
An early advocate of legislation
designed to curb the adverse impact of foreign cars on the U.S.
automobile industry, Mondale has
strong support within organized •
labor, which is trying to play a
decisive role in the battle for the
Democratic nomination.
Mondale became the man to
beat in-the Democratic field when
Sen. Edward M.' Kennedy, DMass., announced last Dec. 1, that
he wouldn't run for president in
1984.
Already in the Democratic race
are Sens. Alan Cranston of
California and Gary Hart of Colorado. Former Gov. Reubin
Askew of Florida will declare his
presidential candidacy in
Washington on Wednesday.
Sen. John Glenn of Ohio is expected to enter the race in April.
Sen. Ernest F. Hollings of South
Carolina also is getting ready to
run.
Some national polls have shown
both Mondale and Glenn running
ahead of President Reagan.

Three professional authors to lead
annual Jesse Stuart writing workshop

Fiction, science fiction and
poetry will be the areas of study in
Students and publications ad- the 13th annual Jesse Stuart
visers whb are interested in the. Creative Writing Workshop at
workshop may call Me(;aughey at Murray State University June 16MI 762-2387 or write the 1)epart- 19.
ment of Journalism and RadioKenneth R. Smith; assistant
Television. Box 2456, University professor of English and
Station, Murray. Ky ;42071'
workshop director, said three professional authors who have
distinguished themselves by their
success as teachers and writers
will make up the workshop staff.
He listed them as:
where the president stands," EdKen Kuhlken, who teaches ficwin 1.. Harper, iteagan's assistant
tion writing at California State
for policy development, told the
University at Chico. His short
Washington Post
stories have appeared in Esquire,
('hater said Rita M. Lavelle. the
Virginia Quarterly Review, Puerfired EPA official who last week
to Del Sol and other publications.
defied a House subpoena for her
His first novel,"Miciheaven." was
testimony, will appear this week
one of four finalists for the Ernest
before the Senate Environment
Hemingway Prize for the best
and Public Works Committee It is
first novel. Kuhlken will teach ficone of six congressional panels
tion.
probing EPA's handling of the $1.6
Dr. Jean Lorrah, who will teach
billion "superhard" program to
science fiction. A professor of
clean up abandoned toxic waste
English at Murray State, she is
dumps.
Meanwhile, EPA Administrator
Anne McGill Burford has asked
the Justice Department to determine whether Ms. Lavelle acted
improperly at the time of govern(Condoned From Page 1)
ment negotiations on cleaning up
has also sent a letter to the
hazardous waste, high agency ofSecurities and Exchange Commisficials told The New York Times.
simi asking if it knows of a
Mrs. Burford was known as
reported $4 million stock tramacAnne M. Gorsuch until Sunday,
when she was married. She said
through a spokesman that she was
taking her busband's name.
In its Monday editions, the
Times quoted officials who asked
not to be identified as saying that
Mrs. Burford believed that Ms.
Lavelle's actions might have
A free adult reading program
violated federal law.
will be available to people in Murray and Calloway County this spring on Tuesday and Thursday
evenings at the First Christian
Church in Murray
Sponsored by Murray State
A Saturday afternoon fire
University, the Murray City
resulted in minor damage to the Schools, and
the Adult Basic
J I. McNutt residence, Kentucky
Education Unit of the Kentucky
121 north past the Jaycee
Department of Education,claims
fairgroinds
will begin March 1 and continue
,,.The fire started when a light through April U.
ballast shorted out. Minor damage
to the kitchen and smoke
Chuck Guthiie, coordinator of
throughout the house was the Adult Learning center at Murray State, said the program will
reported.
be limitd to 10 students and that a
Seven firefighters with three
volunteer tutor will be assigned to
trucks were at the scene one hour
each student. All books and
There were no injuries

EPA controversy continues
WASHINGTON ; AP;
President Reagan has appointed environmental officials who don't
believe in the laws they' are supposed to administer, a pair of key
congressional leaders from both
parties says
Rep Morris K Udall, I)-Ariz.,
and Seri John Mike,ft-RI.,appearing on Nlirs -Meet the
Press" program Sunday. pointed
to President Reagan's appointments in discussing the controversies surrounding EPA, some of its
top officials and its hazardous
waste cleanup program
"Basically. we're seeing the
outcome of an admmistration
which doesn't believe in the envirorunent. which made war on
the envirorunent and which has
key people administering laws
who don't believe in it." said
Udall, chairman of the House In-

George Atkins
the 'upcoming administration.
"Kentucky is not out of the
economic woods yet."
Solutions to ecoeuxruc strain are
twofold. On the short-term side,

people need jobs tomorrow but
employment is limited by natural
resources. Atkins said the state
needs to be "aggressive Is bring
new industry into Kentucky" to
market date products. He also
suggested that the tax structure
might be changed to make Kentucky more appealing to industry.
The long-term goal is improvements in education. According to Atkins, 75 percent of the
work force in the year 2000 is
already working in 19M. He said
there will be a need to retrain
workers for the new wave of industry. Atkins also said there is a
need for more workers with high
school diplomas.
Atkins sees education,
kindergarten through higher
education, as s-key mdse. He sup,
ports increased credits for high
school graduation and a more
even distribution of higher education monies to regional universities, "which touch more
students."

Mondale in presidential race

Borrowing may cause more problems

NEW YORK Al'
Money
borrowed from Medicare to bail
out Social Security c ould cause a
serious shortage if Medicare
money by 1989, The New York
Times reported today

Defining the position as "a true
wasting partner," candidate for
the Democratic nomination for
lieutenant governor George
Atkins says his background of
working with budgetary matters
qualifies bun for the sib of
assisting the governor.
"There are not two governors in
the state. There is one," Atkins
said this morning during a campaign through western Kentucky.
"I have a lot to offer any nominee.
I will bee true working partner."
To ensure his ability to work
with a newly-elected governor,
Atkins said he is not supporting,
any governor candidates.
The dopiunsville native and
former mayor of that city said the
duty of lieutenant governor is to
work with the governor and
General Assembly. As former
secretaries of finance and of the
cabinet and state auditor. Atkins
said he has formulated five
budgets in three years (panting
him to meet the economic needs of

the author of "Savage Empire"
and "Dragon Lord of the Savage
Empire" and a co-author of "First
Channel" and "Channel's
Destiny." Her stories and poetry
have appeared in The Keeper's
Price, Hecate's Cauldron, Pandora and Owlflight, A short story
ske wrote titled "Pay the Piper"
was named the best story of 1961
by the Small Press Writers and
Artists Organization.
David Wojahn, a co-director of
the creative writing program at
the University of Arkansas at Little Rock. He will teach poetry.
More than 50 of his poems have
been published in various
magazines, including The New
Yorker, The American Poetry
Review, Poetry Now and The
Iowa Review. Wojahn was
selected by Richard Hugo in 1961
as the Yale Younger Poet, and his
full-length collection of poems,
"Icehouse Lights," was published
in 1962 by Yale University Press.
Smith said the workshop, which

is sponsored by the Department of
English and the College of
Humanistic Studies at Murray
State, has been planned to provide'
Instruction to students at all levels
of proficiency.
"Of course, the major goal -is to.,
help participants improve their
writing," he noted, "but a secon- •
dary purpose is to provide an opportunity for sustained dialogue
among writers."
Since enrollment is limited,
Smith encouraged anyone who is
interested in the workshop to
register early. The fee is 640 for
university students or $65 for nonstudents.
For additional information
about the workshop or registra- •
tion details, interested persons
may write to: Ken Smith, Director, Jesse Stuart Creative Writing
Workshop, Department of
English, Murray State University,
Murray, Ky., 42071, or call 7624716 or 762-2401.

Knoxville bank...
don between UAB-Knoxville and
National Investors Life Insurance
Co. of Little Rock,Ark.
Butcher reportedly sold $4
million worth of UAB securities

Free reading program offered
to local adults through MSU

Saturday fire does
minor damage

materials will be furnished free of
charge.
To be eligible a student must be
someone who cannot read or who
has difficulty reading and is 16
years of age or older and not
enrolled in a public school.
Tutors must be 18 years of age
or older and have either a high
school diploma or equivalency.
They mud also be willing to attend a training session at 6:30
p.m. at the First Christian Church
on Feb. 34.
Anyone who wcgiid like to enroll
In the program or volunteer as a
tutor should call or visit the Adult
Learning Canter in Room MS of
Roy Stewart Stadium (telephone
783-1/71)

out of a $10 million transaction
Which included a buy-back agreement personally guaranteed by
Barnard said the transaction
took Place just before the bank's
collapse despite an FDIC order to
"cease and desist" from such
practices.
In 1976, UAB-KnoxvWe switched from national to state bank
status and the FDIC took over
from the U.S. comptroller of the
currency as the bank's primary
federal monitor.
In a letter to to FDIC Chairman
William M. Isaac on Friday, Barnard said the principal reason for
ttp conversion was the compgoller's plan to look into some
questionable practices at the
Knoxville bank.
The practices included "excessive remuneration" to Butcher
and -probans with the bank's
assets," Barnard wrote.
Barnard said the comptroller
was investigating, among other
things, the fact that Butcher
"dramatically increased" his
salary to 113811,000 — "regarded as
escossive, given the size of the
bank."

per6Oective
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agree or not

by s.c. vancuron

Intelligent cutbacks

•

Retired Air Force Gen. David C. Jones, former
chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, told congressional budget planners the other day that the
absence of. co-herent military strategy is the main
reason it's so difficult to cut the defense budget intelligently. He said he knows of no single list of
priorities in the Pentagon, aside from those advanced by the individual services in the disjointed
scramble for defense dollars for their pet programs
Of weapons.
Jones is absolutely right. The way the military
budget is put together in the first place sets in motion processes for arms procurement that
sometimes move in diametrically opposite directions, and often bear little or no relation to a coherent formulation of the naton's security missions
-- because. as Jones says, one doesn't exist. The
costly penalty arising from the.inherent momentum
generated by that process is that it becomes difficult to halt the production of outmoded weapons
systems early enough. Jones believes little can be
done substantially to reduce the 1984 defense budget
because significant cuts can be made only in such
things as maintenance, supplies and training which
are vitally needed for readiness. Dropping bigticket items like nuclear aircraft carriers, the MX
missile or the B-IB bomber,. while it would have
billions of dollars over the projected life span of
those programs, would not mean significant savings in any immediate year ahead.
But that problem underscores Jones' Inajor
point: that the Pentagon, in order to clearly
designate how arms purchasing is to fit the nation's
defense strategy, should develop a comprehensive
list of spending targets extending to at least five
years ahead. That would make it possible to plan
expenditures more economically; the defense industry could gear lip more efficiently and allocate
manpower and resources more judiciously.
Presently, defense spending by the administration
and Congress proceeds on a year-to-year basis in
which weapons and programs are carried on or
dropped by fits and starts, often depending on
*hose congressional district will lose or benefit, or
which defense contractor has the most influence in
the White House or Pentagon.
All of which tends to sustain the contradictorypotions of this administration which equates huge new
armament outlays with a stronger military posture.
but which fails to develop an overall strategy specifying how those purchases serve the nation's
geopolitical responsibilities. Jones isn't the first
military leader to decry this state of affairs and
probably won't be the last. Given this administration's inflexibility on defense matters, however, he,
like.the others, probably won't be heard. Indeed,
even his sensible five-year priority list can only
work in the context of that broader conception of
defense strategy which this administration so - far
has neither developed nor begun to appreciate.

Parade boycott
The Irish Reptiblic has refused to participate in
the St. Patrick's Day parade in New York City
the biggest Irish celebration outside of Ireland. On
March 17, no official representative of the Irish
government. Aerlingus airline or the Irish tourist
board will march in the parade or review it.
The reason for the official boycott is that the
grand marshal of the parade is a supporter of the
terrorist Irish Republican Army.
This may come as something of a shock to those
Irish Americans who have come to believe that love
of their homeland is synonymous with supporting
the IRA. But, in fact, the IRA is an illegal organization in both the Republic of Ireland and Northern
Ireland. And the Irish Northern Aid Committee, of
which the grand marshal, Michael Flannery, is
president, is listed in U.S. courts as an agent of the
IRA. Flannery admitted in U.S. District Court last
year that he used $17,000 to buy 47 machine guns to
send to the IRA. He bought the arms from FBI
agents disguised as arms dealers. Because of legal
technicalities, the case was dismissed.
A government communique from Dublin points
out, "Irish Northern Aid is helping and continuing
the violence." The IRA is responsible for the -majority" of terrorist attacks in Northern Ireland,and
most of its victims are Irish.
By refusing to parade behind an IRA supporter in
New York, the Irish Republic has made a
courageous stand against sectarian violence and its
supporters in America. It is also informing friends
of Ireland who have donated money to the Northern
Aid Committee and to the IRA that thier money is
going to kill Irish people and perpetuate the
troubles in Northern Ireland.
When the pipeline supplying weapons to terrorists
is shut off, negotiating for reuniting Ireland in a
non-sectarian democracy can go forward.
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Is phasing out of photogrammetry division good government?
FRANKFORT
The state received only 1334,155 09 for all of the
photogrammetry equipment sold by
the Transportation Department after
then Cabinet Secretary Frank Mett.s
decided the state would save 'money
by having the work done by private
contractors
This figure includes 88.5,846 08 for
an airplane This money went to the.
state treasury while the balance of
$248,309.01 went to Transportation
In phasing out the division of
photogrammetry Metz said a savings
of $935.560 would be realized each
year according to a report complied
by Everett Brown. director of the
division of budget in Transportation
Don Estes used this figure an telling
the Legislative Research Commission Subcommittee on Contract
Review that the state has saved
$2,497,495.20 since doing
with
the photogrammetry division Ile ar-

rived at this total by multiplying the
annual figure by -2 67, length of tune
the photograrrunetry division It as
phased out
The state still retains its
photogrammetry files and parts of its
laboratory and contracts photo work
I have had -a request in for the
budget for phote egrammetry and got
this information from Transportation
relayed through the Finance. Cabinet
Jim Clarke. assistant to Trioisportation i'ahinet Secretary James
Runke. said the photogrammetry
budget for 1979-80 was $375,000 lie'
said sometimes Sortie kinds of expenditures in Transportation are set up
in a single locattfor the entire
Cabinet and could be split out to units
such things as trio- el. equipment
rentals, etc r
He said if such costs were split out
to units that photogrammetry 's
tual costs for 1980-81 would :row up
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as $695,5013

Cattle 1.ou Miller said the Finance
Cabinet's budget division had Clarke
supply the figure to save. the Budget

Division from looking through a lot of
figures since photogrammetry was
not shown as a line
ui the governor's budge-t
If the- figure tif $695,04X) is correct,
the question that immediately conics
to mind is how did the state sa4 es,
$935,560 the first year by abolishing
photograimna-tr w tlerl the total cost
of photogsrammetry ',..operation for
the previous y ear was only $195._500
• Clarke also Cattle • through %sib
some corrected figure's that showed
the Transportation's photogrammetry took in $16,110 from other
branches of state government and
$11,116 &Om private firms for t total
of $27,426 for 1980-8l and for the next
year the figure's Were SIJ,149, and
-$17.535 for a total of S.12.684 -l'hie'

'e.. Seek sa-•

At
40
0 f.

wrong figures given previously were
much higher $50.079 70 for 1980 and
$116..666 40 far Oat.

Currently Transportation has three
personal SeIN Ice contr.:sets (opera •
-tional. $650,000 to GRW engineering.
Lexington, on 'which $442.964 12 had
been paid through Deers'bor
$315,000 to Riley. Park. Hayden &
Assoc ates
.oui
.011 cc hots
$75.814 85 has been paid and a new
one to Niles and Associates of I exington just approved for $327.310 34
The total .,pay out on the. two contracts Is $517,878 97 Plus, the division
of abandoned mines in- Natural
flesources has spent $136,142 82 since
July 1981 to 1982 This grand total
payout is $654.021 79. which is just
$40.000 plus short of the actual budget
for photeigrartunetry -for fiscal 197980 How is the state saving $935.5441 a
)ear . Is this John le' 's• we to run the
,tate likes a business-

looking bock
It'll years ago
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Calloway County Coler lutist

e-reposter with Callow a t. l'ounty
Court Clerk Marvin Harris for the
November general election This
move is being made on as state-cc oh.
basis us order to convert the voter
If el -/•rds to computers
I 4eistlis reported include Mrs Andrew - Betty a Tay lier. 84. Ntrs Nellie'
Ittiberie lassitcr. '.46. and Fred. II
Psttertia tun, 69
Mr and Mrs !eruct, Fisk will
elebrate their 50th wedding anniver.siery sin Feb 25
S
Births rePorted include as boy to
Mr WI,I Mrs Dan W Miller yob la,
and it boy to Mr and Mrs
G
N'eatherly, Feb 16 •
Roby - Honey of. NI
IN a
ttirinher
1-trash-re- -Theatre-A 'n of
Murray State 1* iiiversity
14uNtiti• *toys wilt sing at as
gospel singing at Dextre Community
•I 'enter tin Fel, 24. '
Twenty years ago
'rt.. first inspertiien of the Murray
Municipal Housing,
.liio low rent housing projects was
yesstershey by officials of the !lousing
and Hollle
AgeIll • y of Hie
Public Housing Administration. ;le,.I tralinug to I. I .1 Miller: execujtu vi'
hi rt'ttt'i of Sturrais1•141111111.1NIOI1
Write to
Ilse Senior Handyman,Deiettoe reported incl title
3072 Coney Island Ave , lirookly n.
McDaniel, 84. and Mrs Annie NorNY 11235
man,'.01.1
We were especially impressed with
Shirley Stubblefield. daughter of
an article appearing in the January r Mr and Mrs 40 K Stubblefield. was
edition of the newsletter concerning ill rrowncel as baSkethall queen at
small group of imseple who hail fono-1 'aneroid,. I'ounly Iligh School
ed a co-op to provide minor home
Beelty I iev-ine of Murray has one" set
repairs to their own homes and those the uisuuin lea& III the
of 441wr elderly and-disabled persons produetion-be be Fele- 21 '' itt
in
Many of these volunteers Murray State('ollege
have-never had any experience in doIn high school basketball games
ing this type of work, and have 4'allowity beat College. High and
established classes on home repairs
Nfieyfield Dunbar beat Si tura):
at several senior Caltell centers
Douglass High team scorers were
You may be just the person to Riley for Calloway,- Bailey for Colorganize- past such a co-op in sour lege High. Snipes for Dunbar and
own community For information I.arry !Yin, for I haw lass
write to S II I P Ws onen's Survival
Thirty years ago
Center, 305 S Ilyele Park, Tampa,FL
Alf-Marl First Class Teel Harnett is
33603 This group spends many Satur- with licadquarters Technical Traindays working, as a group, in their ing Air Forces at Gulfport. N1 iss ,
own homes or for other elderly per14 here he IN statistical specialist in of
sons who are in need
of Deputy -Chief of Staff Comptroller in Report Audit See-lion He is
the son of Mr and Mrs Collie
Barnett of Murray
Deaths reported includeNirs 1.1-1 Robertson,93
Carl Robert Hay, grandson of Inand Mrs II H. Ray. and William
Soviets have targeted on the NATO
McElratts, son of Dr and Mrs. 11.M
allies and the 572- new U.S. missiles to
Mi-Elrath. both of Murray. will prebe deployed beginning in I h•cember
sent a joint recital on Feb 24 in
Rut Is the Soviets kept turning him
Recital Hall of Fine Arts Center,
down, and enticing the West EuroMurray State- Coljege Ray is a piano
peans with compromises that would
student of John C Winter and
reduce the nuclear threat, Reagan
McF:Irath is a voice student of Leslie
hinted there was room for comH Putnam
promise. He gave assurances that his
!firths reported Include a boy tea
negotiator, Paul Nitze, would conMr. and Mrs. Jun Louis DoneLson, a
sider any serious proposal the
boy to Mr and Mrs William D GarSoviets made in Geneva.
rigus, and a boy to Mr and Mrs
I)ewey Todd, all on Feb 15
Mr and Mrs. C.I., Sharbrough are

The.

heartline
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems. If you
have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write to
Heartline, 114 East I)ayton St., West
Alexandria,- Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a self-addressed, stamped
envelope. The ?host useful replies
will be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE
I am a retired
carpenter and am finding that I just
don't have enough to do to keep as
busy as I would like. I don't
necessarily need extra money, but
would like to maybe help other elderly people do small jobs around their
homes that they can't do themselves.
I don't know where to begin Can you
offer any suggestions" P 1..
ANSWER: A new national newsletter, "The Senior Handyman," addresses the home maintenance needs

of the Ison IIII•011k* elderly and disabled. offering instructions for- minor

home repairs, fire protection,
burglar-proofing, purchasing supplies, etc. and deicussing
issues and case studies — The Senior
Handyman" is an invaluableresource for agencies and volunteers
who work with the. elderly
A sample of upcoming arta-les include establishing 14-,..itimeer repair --

-program in your conmninity, tough
battle ahead for Soelal Security, how
to research funding sources, semces
for the home bound and a series of articles by leaders in the field of aging.
genera: contracting, and more
'Abe Senior Handyman" is
published 12 times a year by GeriPare. Inc., a private non-profit agency that provides a free or low cost
essential minor home repair service
to the low income elderly and disabled A one yeaLsubscription costs $IO

washington today

by berry schweid

President Reagan to keep 'high moral ground'
WASHINGTON AP} --- At least for
now, President Reagan is shunning
West Europe's advice that he cut is
halfway deal with the Soviet Union to
reduce the nuclear threat. The president says he intends to keep to the
"moral high ground" and work for
the elimination of all the Soviet
missiles targeted on the allies,
But Reagan also hints that he will
not turn his back on a compromise
further down the road. "I said we
would negotiate in good faith any
legitimate proposal that might be offered," Reagan reminded reporter?.
Wednesday night. "Well, we still say
the sarne thing."
In time, the not* of flexibility may
prove more significant than
Reagan's reaffirmation of his "zero
option" proposal or Secretary of
State George Shultz's statement to
the House Foreign Affairs Committee that the president has no intention
of abandoning his plan.
But the "zero option" could fade
the way hii once-intractable sigliport
of Taiwan and of Israel yielded to
global politics.
men. Reagan ionght
A
the support of China and the Arab
world by reducing anis ,eales to
Taiwan and proposing • Mideast
peace plow that would Iroise Israeli
N— activity.
In revising his policies. the presi-

dent disappointed many of his old
supporters but gratified tile&
tionalists in the State Department
bureaucracy who worry about abrupt
change's in U.S direction.
Reagan is now comfortably in line
with previous administrations, wooing Peking against the Soviet Union
and adopting a Middle East stance it
hopes will induce the Arabs into making peace with Israel.
The results are not in yet, but the
early signs are not promising
After giving Shultz a courteous
reception, prompting him to claim
his visit created a new atmosphere of
mutual trust, the Chinese went on the
offensive, demanding Congress
revoke. the 1979 Taiwan Relations Act
reaffirming the U.S 'commitment to
Taiwan's security.
Reagan's pursuit of King Hussein
of Jordan, the Saudi Arabians and
other critics of the Camp David accord has not revived Middle East
peace talks, nor persuaded the PLO
toaccept Israel's right to exist.
The president's third major transition in foreign policy, away from
"zero option" and toward an interim
accord with the Soviet Union, is taking shape gradually.
At first. Reagan insisted htlrould••
settle for nothing leas than the total
eliminstioa of all mullion-range
.ope — the 640 or se the
missiles in Eur
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visiting relatives in Galveston and
Houston, Texas
letter-.
WRITE A
o the editor are welcomesl and en
•ouraged All letters must be signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must
be included for verification The
phone number will not be published
Letters should be typewritten
and double-spaced if possible anal
should be on topics of general in
tervit
Editors reserve the right 4,o con,
&rule.or reject any letter and
limit ftequent writers
Address ,correspondence to
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Time*, Box 1040, Murfay, Ky
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Students
need course
in geography

Cook-Harrington wedding planned

CORAL GABLES. Fla
(AP) - More than half
the college students
couldn't locate Chicago
on a map and 42 percent
had no idea where to find
London,a professor said.
University of Miami
professor David Helgren
said that when 8.5 percent
of his geography students
couldn't even find Miami,
it confirmed his worst
suspicions
Americans, he says
are lousy at geography
"The numbers
generated .were pretty
disgusting." Helgren, an
assistant professor of
geography, said Monday.
**I gave them a map of
the world and said. !Tell
me where this is.' Some
of -The answers were
worse than I thought ... 7
percent couldn't get- the
North Atlantic Ocean."
The test was given on
the first day of the
semester to students
ranging from freshmen to
seniors. The university's
student body -hails from
all-parts of the nation.
"You can't Imagine
where some of the places
were put," Ifelgren said
"Capetown was put at the
end of South America
rather than in Africa "
The students had trouble locating -domestic
cities. too.
'
• Forty-one percent
missed Los Angeles and
55 percent couldn't find
rhic.agobe said.

FREE ASSISTANCE - Ma.Catherine Hummer, right, Educational Coordinator for the Louisville District of IRS, visits with some of the student
simulants at the Murray State University VITA Center, operated by Beta Alpha
Psi, national accounting honor fraternity. The,MSU Center, which has been the
top one in the state for the past three years, is open each Wednesday from noon to
4 p.m. through April 13, except on March 16. The set-vice la available to all
students, senior citizens, andlow or fixed income people who are in need of tax
assistance.

Moffat appointed for study
Charles H. Moffat has.
been appointed by 'Murray State University to
conduct a study of archaeological resources in
the TVA-owned lands
around Kentucky Lake
and Lake Barkley.
The project is. funded
by TVA in an effort to update its files and management plans concerning its
Kentucky properties As
a leader in assessing the
archaeological potential
of West Kentucky. the
Murray State archaeological program
was chosen to work with
TVA on the project.
Moffat, an honors
graduate of the University of Wisconsin at
Milwaukee, earned the
M.A degree at -the

University of Pennsylvania and is a doctoral.
candidate at the UniverSity of Illinois at
Champaign-Urbana He
was previously a staff archaeologist with the Illinois sArchaeologiCal
Survey and has extensive
research experience in
the archaeology of the
Eastern United States
Moffat joins lir Ken
Carstens, associate professor of archaeology,
and Dr Kit Wesler, staff
archaeologist, in the Murray State archaeological
program.
"our archaeological
services program keeps
very busy trying to meet
the demand in this
region." said Carstens.
-We're happy to be able

GRAND
OPENING
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Irene s
Fashion Boutique
Specializing in youthful
ladies' sizes 16 thru 52
DRESSES
LINGERIE
SLEEPWEAR

BLAZERS
SKIRTS
BLOUSES

SLACKS
SHORTS
TEE TOPS

HOSIERY

BRAS

GIRDLES

Register for free outfits —
two 4-piece, two 2-piece
Sale runs through Saturday, Feb. 26th

means,
, 'go
'
.Fashion
lioutique
Mayfield, Ky

to bring in people like
Chuck Moffat tormaintain
a high quality of work."'
Anyone wishing information regarding the
Murray State archaeological services
program or having information about archaeological sites around
the lakes may call the archaeology laboratory at
7624897 • Wesler or 7266853 iMoffat).

Bible study
of word given
NEW YORK )API - A
religious archaeology
and language scholar
suggests that the Bible
says woman was created
as a "power equal to
man," not just as a
helpmate:
David Freedman of the
University of California
writes in the Biblical Archeology Review that the
age-old Scriptural image
of woman being made
subordinate to man maybe the result of a translation error.
He says the Hebrew
word, ''eter", usually;
translated in the Book of
Genesis as a "helper" or
"helpmate,'' actually has
roots indicating it should
be translated as "a
strength" or "a power,"
and that "kenegdo,"
usually translated as
"fit," should - be
translated "equal."
That would have the
Genesis act-out reading
that woman was created
as "a power equal to

The engagement and
approaching rnamage of
Regina Ann Cook and
Richard Dean Harnngton
has been announced by
the couple's parents. Mr
and Mrs. Bob Cook of
Hazel and Mrs. joAnn
Kelley of Benton.
A 1982 graduate of Murray State University, Ms.
Cook is a graduate assistant pursuing her
master's degree in
Speech Communication
at Murray State.
The groom -elect
graduated from Murray
State in 1981 with a
bachelor's degree • in
business administration.
He presently is employed
at Payless Shoe Source.
Murray. He is a member
of Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity
The wedding will be
solemnized on Saturday.
March 26, at 7 p.m. at
Westside Baptist Church,
Murray.
A reception will follow
the ceremony.
Only out-of-town invitations will be sent. All
fnends and relatives are
invited to attend.

Regina Ann Cook
"
to mdrry Richard Dean Harrington

Optimism shown by buyers at apparel market

Irene s (rJ

0 ...Then Try Our

127 S. 7th St. — Phone 247-THIN
Formerly occupied by Minnen's & Vanity ShoPPe
11411.10•11 at 713-3314
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Choo chain.
Periwinkle, aqua, pink,
One particular event and yellow were all
that attracted attention popular colors in
from Parker and hun- swimwear and shorts,"
dreds of other buyers at -*he said.
the market was the _ Purple, all shades of
Mart's new accessories pink and black/white
fashion show.
combinations were colors
The show, which pointed out as being big
featured accessories sellers in- swimwear by
from
variety of Milton Crane,
.marrufacturers paired southeastern sales
with reedy-to-wear, not representative for Intuionly provided buyers tions, an updated missy
with accessories informa- sportswear line. tion but gave them ideas
"Our one-piece suits
about new ready-to-wear with stripes and designs
lines as well.
all did well at this
Jennie Wilkerson and market," he said. "But,
Arlene Pope, buyers ,for the one-piece, high-cut
Eggers Department Maillot with polka-dots is
Store in Columbus, Miss., still the best-seller.
were shopping for all Cover-ups with the suits
categories of stunner ap- are also very important
parel and accessories, for summer," he added.
too. "Bathing suits were "They give a woman the
very important items on freedom and_confidence
our list," reported to socialize around the
Wilkerson.
pool without being self"The contrasting colors conscious."
and stripes were ap-In summarizing the
parent in all of the retailers' attitudes at the
swimwearand we noticed market, Crane feels that
some suits with belts the serious buyers are
which were different-and definitely looking to stock
attractive. The trend is their inventories - not
stilt - with the one-piece,- necessarily with
-she added. "Walking items but with those
shorts in turquoise and which maintain a high
bright pinks seemed quality without being
popular, too."
trendy. "Women today
One of the hottest lines are looking for more
selling for summer was distance in the clothes
Ocean Pacific for juniors. that they buy - they
"Swimsuits, volley-styled want to get more out, Of
shorts and all types of their purchase and will
striped bottoms sold well shop until they findie'.._
7 for us," said Susan The next
Atlanta
Krank, national sales Women's and Children's
r manager.
Apparel Market will be
"The matching bathing, held April - 15-20 at the
suits and cover-up shorts Atlanta Apparel Mart
have also been moving where buyers will be
fast." she said. shopping for fall.

ATLANTA, GA.
Ap- 'Summerville, S.C.,
parel buyers at the Atlan- already sees sales at the
La Apparel Mart's Jan. 28 retail level picking up.
Feb. 2 Women's and ••There has been a big
Chi Id r en's Market change in our store displayed optimism for sales are way up and we
the 1983 season, an at- think they're getting
titude which
s stronger."
reflected in increased
Adkins, who carries
buying activity.
moderate to better-priced
Tniffic at the market sportswear 'was shopp*as up nine percent from Wing for all types of sumlast year's comparable mer clothes. "The shorts
market. And, bolstered seemed strong, especialby jecent pc s five. ly the bermudas and teneconomic indicators, nis shorts."
buyers were less cautious
According to Adkins,
with their orders, the one-piece bathing suit
especially compared to was the big news in
recent seasons.
swimwear. "Blues.
"The reces s i o n lavenders and reds were
definitely seems to be the most popular colors in
easing up." said Nancy suits for us,"she said.
T oinpson, sales
"Stripes were also evirepresentative for dent in many of the
College-Town, a junior styles," she added. In
sportswear line. "The sportswear, -the sunmanufacturers are trying dress seemed to be doing
fit for man. •
to offer more competitive well in all
the
prices while maintaining showrooms that I
• quality control.- -Although visited."
buyers are still' cautious,
Sundresses were also
they're not as nervous as high on the list for. Cathy
in past seasons. The turn Parker and Jeanie Adamis slow now but it has son, buyers for the Chooalready reflected in Our Cho° Boutique in Chat.
Mit marker- tinooga,.-Tenn. "We buy
was much, much everything from prestronger than we had an- teens to grannies," exticipated."
plained Ms. Parker, who
central cowls, 793-3314
Shirley Adkins, buyer buys for all eight stores in
for Angel Style Shop in the Chattanooga Choo774 t tilt
"

Westside group meets
The Hattie Lee
Galloway WMU Group of
Westside Baptist Church
met Monday, Feb. 7, at
the church.
Directing the program
was Hattie Lee Galloway.
She was assisted by
Mary Bell Jones, Maxine
Nance, Marie McNutt,
Lorna* Wilkerion,
Kathryn Starks. Mildred
Crairford and Carlene

Farmer.
Prayer requests and
prayer were by Mrs.
Crawford. Prayers were
Lid by Mn, Nance and
Dorothy Brandon.
Refreshments were
served by Mrs. Farmer
and Mrs McNutt.
Ten members anti one
'Mar. Mrs. Jessie D.
Moore,were mast.
41,
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datebook

Hospital list
is released
Census at Murray Calloway County
Hospital for Thursday,
Feb. 17, was 159 adults
and seven in nursery
Newborn admissions
were as follows7
Cynthia Williams and
baby girl. 024 Mur-Cal
Apts.
Roberta Walker and
baby boy, Rt. I. Sedalia
Teresa Rodgers and
baby boy, 411 Hooper,
Paris, Tenn.
Dismissals were as
follows:
Miss Ginger Robertson.
405. Elm; Miss !ma
Dickerson, 314 • Maple,
Fulton; Glenn Dickerson.
500Cholson, Fulton; Mrs
Phyllis Koebel, Rt. 5.
Paris, Tenn.; Mrs. Martha Culver,916 North 18th
St.: Miss Pamela
Padgett, 1309 Kirkwood:
Miss Julia A. Jones, Rt.
1, Hardin;'Miss I,oretta
J. Wagner, Hester Hall;
Miss Jennifer Parker, Rt.
3, Benton; Brian Bennett.
Rt. 3. Fulton; Joseph
Mullins, 285 Springwell,
Paducah;
_
Mrs. Krista Crass, 501Beale St.; ,Cloyce..
Hopkins, 1104 Mulberry;
Mrs. Ola Morris, 740
Nash; Mrs. Lorene
Madrey. Rt. 5; Milton
Routh. Rt. 5;
.Mrs. Rubye Dalton, Rt.
3, Fulton; Lake Hall. Rt.
4; Mrs. Vierda Stokes,
Rt. 6, Paris. Tenn.; Mrs.
Frances Blackwood, Rt.
5, Paris, Tenn.; Neal
Starks, Rt. 2;
Mrs. Ina Boyd, 1609
Loch Lomond Mrs. Fula
Ross, Kirksey; Allen McCuiston, New Concord:Elvis Berry....i.expirech,
506 North Sixth Sta Noel
Parrish (expired New
Concord.

POSTER WINNERS — Winners from Carter Elementary School in the poster
cordage by Calloway County Conservation District were, from left, Shannon
Hasler, first. Katherine Oakley, second. and Bruce Ainburgey, third. At right is
Mildred Lowe, teacher, who said the contest promoted the combination of
science and art with the help of Jean Geurin, art teacher.
Staff photo by Jennie Gordon
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Monday.,Feb. 21
Forum on -Spouse
Abuse." sponsored by
Murray-Calloway League
of Women Voters, will be
at 8 p.m. ,at Calloway
Public Library.
Theta Department of
Murray. Woman's Club
will have potluck dinner
with guests at 6:30 p.m.
at clubhouse.
Bluegrass State CB
Club will meet. at 7 p.m.
a t II o rn e p 1 a cc
Restaurant.

Monday,Veb.
Movie, "A Thief In the
Night," will be shown at 8
pm on third floor of
Murray State University
Center
Bible
will
be at 7 p.m. at First
- United-Methodist rhurch

Conference

Murray Lodge No. 105
Free and Accepted
Masons will meet at 7:30
p.m. at lodge hall.
Recovery. Inc.. will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at
_Health Center. North
Seventh and Olive
Streets

Hazel Cowin, assistant
profe..s.s'er of
mathematics, is 'the
director of the Math
Bowl.

Pointing to be
given queen
on visit here
LONG BEACH, Calif.
tAPI — When Queen
Elizabeth II and Prince
Phillip visit Long Beach
this month, they'll
receive an $80,000 watercolor by the man known
as the artist laureate of
the U.S. Navy.
The painting of the
cruiser USS England by
Arthur Beaumont will be
presented tu the royal
couple aboard the
queen's yacht in Long
Beach Harbor Feb. 27
The painting will be the
only modern naval artwork to hang in
England's National
Maritime Museum.
Beaumont, who died in
1977 at age 87, was born in
England but lived most of
his life in Califorta and
spent 45 years painting
Navy ships in World War
II, Korea and Vietnam.

Tuesday. Feb. 22
Senior Citizensat
tivities will be at 9:31,
a m at Dexter Center
from 10 a. 1_1i to 2 p m. at
Hazel and Dougla•
Centers; from 10 a.m. to 3
p in. at Ellis Center.

Prayer Seminar will be
Tuesday,Feb. 22
at
10 a.m. and Bible ConMurray Lions Club is
scheduled to meet at $730 ference at 7 p in at First
p.m. at Murray Woman's United Methodist Church
-nub House
Mothers Morning. Out
Tau Phi Lambda will be at 9 a.m. at First
Sorority of Woodmen of United Methodist Church
World is scheduled to
--- -meet at 7 p.m. at WOW
Annual Research Evening of Sigma Theta Tau
hall.
„
national homer): nursing
Colts and Fillies 441 society will be from 7 to
Horse Club will meet at 7 p.m. in Mason Hall. Mur
p.m. at Murray State ray State University.
University Horse Barn
Effective Business
Murray Star Chapter Communications
No. 433 Order of the Seminar will be at 11 am
Eastern Star will have a and 1.30 p.m. at Murray
banquet at 6 p.m. at Col- State University Center
onia• I House For information call
Smorgasbord. An inspec- Chamber of Comnierce.
tion of the chapter will 7534171.
follOw.
Film. "The CanLadies—MT' Gospel didate," will be shown
Fellowship Chapter will free of charge at 7:30
Meet at 10:30 am: at p m. in auditorium of
Gateway Steakhouse, Murray State University
Draifenville.
Center.. •
----Alcoholics ArionytnoWt
Story Hours will be at
will meet at 8 p.m. at
westen portion . of 10:30 a.m. and 330 p.m
Livestock and Exposition at Calloway Public
Library.
('enter.
The Juilliard Quartet,
Murray TOPS (take off sponsored by Murray
pounds. sensibly
Club Civic Music Association,
will meet at 7 p.m. at will perform at 8 p in in
Health Center.
Lovett Auditorium,. Murray State University.
Singles Class will meet
Wednesday.,,Feb. 23
at 7 p.m. at Seventh and
Hazel anti Douglas
Poplar Church of Christ.
Returning Students Centers will be open from
10 a.m. to 2 t.m. for acmeet at 11:30 a.m. at Ord- tivities by senior citizens_
way Hall, Murray State •
'lniversity.
Bethel Baptist _Bible
Study will be at 6 p.m. at
home of David and
Aleshia Cunningham. litterback Road.
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The Humane Society of Calloway ('ount) will
meet Tuesday. Feb 22. at 6 30 p in in the meeting
room of Calloway Public library All members are
urged to attend, a spokesman said

Zetos to hear Heim speak
The Zeta Department of the Murray Woman's
Club will meet Thursday. Feb 24. at 7 p.m. at the
club house. Dr Keith Henn will present the program on "Tracing Ancestors."
Hostesses will be Lula ,Belle Hodges, Marilyn
Forrest, Rebecca lrvan. Ronnie Jones. Hattie Kopperud and Madelyn Lamb

Golden Agers will meet
The Golden Age Club will meet Thursday, Feb
24, at 11 30 a m for a potluck luncheon in the social
- hall of the First United Methodist Church
-Jean tirose will speak on "Chemical-Dependency
Prevention Program" which concerns alcohol and
drugs of today. a club spokesmah 'said

Wednesday, Feb 2.1
of Beta Alpha PSI ac.
f rater- nit) will
be front noon to p in. in
Two free Effective Business Communication
Murray State Uni%ersity Seminars, co-sponsored by Murray-Calloway
V IT c Center
Chamber of Commerce and South Central Bell. will
1) 11441:1
be Tuesday. Feb 22 The 90-minute sessions to be in
I elltt'll Seri,I t• 1•4111 LK' the auditorium of Murray State University Center
irttrittes at First at Ip in at St
will begin at 11-4- m- Mai XrirruT
'.Itholic t'hurt•li
Presbyterian Churrh will
Cheryl IlenderSon. educational representative for
include cla or practict: at I;
Central Bell, will conduct the seminars which
South
ETIqUirers
4las:. %ill
p iii And %Mail i.:10111)
designed f.a. secretaries and receptionists who
are
p
in
start at
at St
6 MI p in
•
wish to improve their listening and communication
John's Episcopal t'hurch
skills
soup and bread dinner
I* e
lilt11111 t•
•
...sistance
yolunteers will be provided

Wednesday,Feb. 23
Reserkations for chili
supper anti ball game of
March 4-11% Murray State
University Women.%
Society should be 111.1111•

Seminars on Tuesday

Roberson at Henderson

Terry 1.y nn Roberson. a graduate of Calhmay
County high 'S. hool. and son of Mr and Mrs Steve
Roberson. Murray has been admitted to FreedHardeman College. Henderson. Tenn . for the
spring semester
Freed-Hardt-man IS a Christian College accredited by the Southern Association of Colleges
and Schools

HOME CL

Mov ie scheduled
-A movie. Raiders of the Lost Ark.- will be
shown Weitnesitay, Feb 23. at ;and 9 30 p Iii in the.
Murray State University Theatre Admission- is $1
with MSU student identification ard and -$1 !in for
those without student identit Ianon

LUTE,•
local
CLUB SPEAKER - Ross Meloan,one of
certified scuba diving instructors discussed the
sport at a recent meeting of the Murray Kiwanis
Club. He inalcated that by following safety rules,
scuba diving US as safe as any participation sport
that adults in which one can engage. In addition,
scuba diving can lead to a profession of rescue and
salvage operations as well as reveal the beauties of
the underwater world.

Artcraft Photography
Wedding Photographs
Custom Framing
Film Processing
11R South 17th St

153-0035

Reservations needed
Reservations for the chili supper and ball game to
be' March 4. sponsored by Murray State University
Women's Society. should he mit4)e by Wednesda y.
Feb 23, at turtling to a Spokesman for the: group
0Pt NING GRAND OFTNINC,

01'11111.-4
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Mark Jarman. assistant professor of English at
Murray State University. will read his poetry on
Wednesday.-Feb M. at 7 30 p.m. in the Barkley
Lecture Room at University Center. The reading is
sponsored by the Department of English and is free
and open to the public
211—
Jarman. author of two books of poetry. North Sea
and The Rote Walker. both available for purchase
at University Book Store, is the winner of a National
Fndownient for the Arts grant for his poetry and is
a frequent. crmtributor to The New Yorker He has
taught at MS(' since 1980 and has accepted an ap-pointtnent to the English Department at Vanderbilt •
University, Nashville. to begin next fall

Humane society to meet

.11/t111,

Murray Duplicate
Bridge Club will meet at 7
p.m. at Gleason Hall. For
information call 489-2244
or 753-8345.

1 2th& Olve

41 Nor*
Th.

Cub Scout Pack 57 Committee will meet Tuesday,
Feb. 22. at 7 p.m M First United Methodist Church.
All den leaders of the pack of Carter School are urged to attend, according to the Rev R.E. Rabatin.
cubmaster

PROFILE
83

Department of:

THE LAST
WEIGHT LOSS
PROGRAM
YOU'LL EWER
NEED.

Group C of Ladies Tennis of Murray Country Club
will play Tuesday. Feb n. from 11 a m to 12-30
p.m at Kenlake Tennis Center. The group will meet
at 10 30 a III at Dakota Feed and Grain to go to
Kenlake
The lineup is as follows Court One - Debbie
Keller. Cathy Mattis. Renee Wynn and Alice Rouse
Court Two
Cindy Dunn. Cecelia Brock. Vickie
Holton and Jennifer Hewlett.

Coming events of community_ listed

Forty-two seventh and
eighth grade students.
from seven West Kentucky Schools will be on
the campus of Murray
State University Saturday, Feb. 26, to compete
in the seventh annual
Regional Junior High
School Math Bowl.
Sponsored by the Kentucky .Council of
Teachers of
Mathematics, the event
will include middle and
junior high schools from
Murray, Calloway County, Crittenden County,
Mayfield, North Marshall, St. Mary and
Wingo.
Wingo won the right to
represent Graves County
in 14_44trict. competition
against teams from the
. other junior high schools
in the county.
Both the winning team
and the runner-up will
qualify to represent the
Region in state competition in April. Reidland
Middle School and North
Marshall Junior • High
were the winner and
runner-up respectively in
1982.
Dr. Gary Boggess,
dean of the College of Environmental Sciences,
will welcome the group at
9 a.m. following a
registration and orientation from 8:15 to 9.a.m..
all in Room 240 of the
Special Education
Building.
Two rounds of competition will be conducted in
the morning with the final
round scheduled for the
afternoon.
Dr. Harvey Elder, interim chairman of the
Mathematics, will
preside at presentation
ceremonies at 2:30 p.m.
at the conclusion of the
competitIon.

Pack meeting Tuesday

Poetry reading planned

Moth bowl scheduled
•

Tennis ploy Tuesday
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Blood pressure check only way to detect hypertension
One woman out of check during a medical
every five in Ws country examination.
"A person can look and
is estimated to have high
blood pressure. The feel terrific and Milt have
figure for men is one out high blood pressure. And
that's where the risk lies,
of every four
The high prevalence of because uncontrolled
the disease concerns high blood pressure can
health professionals, but Lead to stroke, heart atthe real concerns are that tack and heart or kidney.
many people are not failure," she said.
aware that they have
'in fact the lack of
high blood pressure
understanding of the core
Even among those who sequences of high blood
are not aware, there ate pressure is one of the -maseveral million who don't jor reasons why people
have the disease under don't think of it as a
control
serious disease." the
• The president of Heart Association presiCalloway County's Unit dent said
Everyone has blood
for the American Heart
Association Irma
LaFollette, said high
blood pressure, also called hypertension. is a
peculiar disease because
it usually doesn't have
any symptoms and the
only way to detect It is by
having a blood pressure

American
Heart
Association
1.1

'6

"

if 0.•.4,

insl limits and stays
there, it is dangerous - to
the individual's health
Medical scientists do
not know what causes
hypertenison in most
cases, but drugs are
available to keep it under
control
pressure It is the force of
That is another area of

the blood against the misunderstanding For
walls of the blood vessels most ailments, people are
in the body These vessels in the habit of gettig
expand and contract to "cured" if they are takaccommodate blood ing proper medicines.
pressure as it goes up and -.Unfortunately. a majondown during heart beats
and between heart beats,

ty of high blood pressure
cases cannot be cured,"
they can only be "controlled."' If patients
discontinue - medication
because their blood
pressure is back to normal, it is likely to co up
again. the said.
"High blood pressure
needs life-long treatment
to keep it under control,"
Mrs. LaFollette said.
In some patients, high
blood pressure medication may cause side effects. These side effects
should be reported to the

doctor so that the metlicanon can be changed.
"Discontinuing the
medicine because it has
side effects is not a solution," the Heart Associbon president said.
Among the -elderly,
Mrs. LaFollette said,
especially among those

who may be taking
several medicines for a
variety of ailments, there
is often confusion about
the frequency of use and
the quantity of the dose.
In such cases, a family
member can help by
milting sure that the
elderly patient is taking
his or her medicines properly.
Cooperation from the
family can also help in
other ways.
"A reduction in high
blood pressure may be
accomplished by reducing salt intake and
through weight control:
The family can help by
limiting salty foods, by
removing the salt shaker
from the table, and by using herbs and spices to
add flavor to foods. Fan*
ly encouragement in
choosing proper foods

NOTICE OF PUBIJC HEARING
FOR THE EDCCATION OF F:XCEPT1ONAI
t'11111-DREN
The Kentucky State Department 01 Education will
hold public hearings on Kentucky's proposed FY
1964-86 Annual Program Plan for the Education bf
Exceptional Children under Public Law 93-360 as
amended by Public law 94•142 This plan represents
Kentucky's plan for special education The plan
covers a three year period Fiscal Year 1984 f school
year 1963-841, Fiscal Year 1965 Isehool year 196485 , and FY 1966 f school year 1985-86 It documents
Kentucky's compliance with Public Law 94-142 and
describes educational programs for exceptional
children in Kentucky
The plan muslthe submitted to the S Department of Education for approval Approval of this
plan will result in Kentucky receiving federal funds
for the school years 1983-64, 1964-85, and 1965-86 The
major portion of these funds will flow through to
local school districts to assed them in paying for the
excess costs involved in providing special education
and related services ,to exceptiotuil children
Five public hearings on the plan will be conducted The dates and locations of these hearings
are as follows
March 21, 1 00 p -6 pm , CST
Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky
March 22,1 00 p iii -5 00 p in ,EST
Jenny Wiley State Park
KY 304
Prestonsburg, Kentucky
• -

March 22, 1 00-5 00 p ,CST
oasis Motor Inn
1-65,JctKY 9081 KY 70
cave City, Kentucky
March 24..1 00-5 00 p m ,EST
I iraw bridge Inn
1-75 at Buttermilk Pike
Ft Mitchell, Kentucky
April 4, 1 00-5 00p in .EST
Capital Plaza Tower
Auditorium,Ground Floor
Frankfort. Kentucky

-I can understand
WASHINGTON AP ,
Four former secretaries politically why they want
of defense all agree that to do it," Brown said,
the Reagan administra- "but it will cost more in
tion made a mistake the long run to freeze the
when it proposed freezing service pay."
As the economy immilitary pay in the proproves and unemployposed Pentagon budget
But while they are ment drops. Brown exunited about the need to plained, military personspend more money on nel can leave the service
defense in the face of a for better-paying civilian
Soviet military build-up, jobs, particularly if they
they are divided on are trained in skills such
whether the Pentagon as engineering and computers.
budget is too big.
Laird agreed. "People
"I think it's a mistake
to
freeze pay," said are the most important.
Harold Brown, defense You can talk all you want
secretary from 1977-1981 about ships and new
during the Carter ad- weapons systems, but
unless you have the peoministration_
His views were ectuled ple to man them, you
bs three other Pentagon haven't got a really credi( biers contacted by the ble deterrent. Personally,
Associated Press, in- I would not go along with
cluding Melvin • Laird, the pay freeze."
who herd the job during • Rumsfeld concurred.
tke Nixon administra- "I'm not enthusiastic
tion !kaiak' Rumsfeld, about it ... the nature of
who served during the our military establish.Ford administration. and ment is such that it reRobert McNamara, quires good, intelligent
defense secretary for people."
Reagan and Defense
Presidents John Kennedy
Secretary Caspar
and I.yndon Johnson,
For fiscal 1964. Reaen Weinberger argue that
wants to spend a record the increased- U.S. spen9238 6 billion, or 14 Per- ding is is needed • to
cent more than the cur- counteract a- combination
rent year, as part of his of -the Soviets' 20-yearproposed $1.55 billion, long military buildup and
five-year defense build- a decade of U.S. neglect.
The U.S. build-up won
up
But as part of a general support from all
government-wide cap on four men, including
federal salaries, Reagan Brown. The Carter adproposed a military pay ministration had proposfreeze. The decision has ed similar levels of spendrawn fire in Congress, ding in its five-year
particularly after the forecast, he noted.
"If terms of the overall
Joint Chiefs of Staff said
they would rather have requirements, the
general level of spending
cut weapona than pay.

All interested persons are invited to attend and
those interested will be given an opportunity to
comment _Those wishing to conunent should revie*
the plan IP advance Comments received at the
hearings will be responded to following the hearings
in the revised Annual Program Plan
In addition,anyone wishing to do so may submit
written conunents to the Bureau of Education for
Exceptional Children at the address given below
The deadline fOr submission of written comments is
April 8, 1963 Following the public conunent period,

the Annual Program Plan will be revised based on
wntten comments and comments received at the
hearings will appear in the final copy of the plan.
Plans call for revisions in the Annual Program Plan
to be completed and the final plan to be submitted to
the U S. Department of-Education by the middle of
May, 1983
Copies of the proposed plan are available for
review and comment by contacting:

spending, says "I ,don't
consider that to be excessive.''
Prime targets for cuts,
he says, are the B-1
bomber and two proposed
new nuclear-powered aircraft carriers, a pair of
programs the Carter administration tried unsuccessfully to trim.
McNamara last month
signed a newspaper ad
calling for a $25 billion
cut. In an interview, he
declined to be specific
about what programs
could be cut, but he has in
the past supported cuts in
weapons systems.

While.the $22 billion cut
was mentioned by Brown
and McNamare-, Laird
said he thinks "Congress
will probably go in the
neighborhood of about $15
billion in cuts. That looks
like a good, round
, figure."
Laird, an eight-term
congressmen before he
moved to the Pentagon.
agreed that Congress is
under pressure to reduce

(
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DWAIN TAYLOFt
CHEVROLET

Children
I nvision of Supporting Services

753-2617

641 S. Murray

Tim ii,,, mew
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LOUISVILLE, Ky
1AP) -- A University of
Louisville tesearche'r
says he can find no
evidence to suppoet the
"Feingold Diet." a theory
that links food allergies
with learning disabilities
in children.
James A. McLoughlin,
an associate professor of
special education at U of
L, said he recently completed a study in which he
analyzed the effects of
diet on the schoolwork of
400 students.
The study showed that
children with food
allergies generally did
not do worse in school
than children without
allergies, he said.
His finding contradicts
that of Dr. Benjamin F.
Feingold, a California
allergies who has argued
that improper foods can
contribute to hyperactivity in children.
•
In his best-selling book,
"Why' Your Child Is
Hyperactive," Feingold
says that many children
could be helped
dramatically by a diet
that eliminates artificial
colors and flavors.
But McLoughlin said
while a change in diet
may help some children,
what's true for one is not
necessarily true for all.
"The popular thing that
started with Feingold in
California is not highly
regarded in this community,'' said
McLoughlin. "I get the
real impression from
medical people that they
don't put a lot of stock in
that."
McLoughlin said he did

-
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have a misaliennwnt of one or
inure spinal bones (vortotima) that
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Gentle spinal adjustments and
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Women's Jeans
Featuring Red, or Kelly Green
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West Ky. Rural Electric Coop Corp. 753-5013

No evidence found
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Health Awareness Center
4 Miles East On Hwy.M
Phone (802)7S3-20113 Out o(State 14804111431111 Murray,Kentucky 42071
Hours: 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday thru Friday
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"But I'm not so concerned about the current
budget as I am about the
future years, the years
down the road," Laird
said. "The biggest problem right now with the
defense budget is all
those new ships and
weapons systems you're
committing yourself to.
Those are going to have
to be paid for.
Laird said he had sent
Reagan a memo several
months ago outlining
where the $15 billion
could be cut, but he
declined to make it
public.
Rumsfeld, who also
served a Republican
president, said of the propsed budget, "I do think
it's about the right level
of capability that will be
adequate" for the national defense.
But, Rumsfeld said,
"the debate over defense
is poorly focused. Mends
to be whether this amount
is too high or that is too
low. You can always
argue about specific programs or weapons."
The focus, he" says,
should be on the Soviet
threat and the "critical,
overwhelming danger" it
presents. "One of the major tasks of a president
and an administration is
to assure that there is a
broad consensus on a national security program."

PET or WEEK — Lindsey Chamberlain holds
"Plummy," a seven-months old poodle mix and
gentle dog is available for adoption at Animal
Shelter, lel E. Sycamore Ext., just east of South
Fourth Street, operated by Humane Society of
Calloway County. Hours of the shelter, open to the
public, are 10 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday, Tuesday,
Wednesday and Friday, 10 a.m. to noon,lisraday,
10 a.m. to 4 p.m.,Saturdsy,and noon to 4 p.m.,Sunday.

OUTLOOK
CHIROPRACTIC
By Dr Miry Broprisigmoyer

Appliances are not created equal
•
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the burgeoning deficiti

LIFTING AND
BACK STRENGTH
Lifting something heavy First
note that if you're off balance,
any wrung move can cause painful,
even serious back distres• Try to
minimize back strain by conscious
ly assuming • correct lifting post
Lion in an unattained manner
Keep the load close to your body
Bend your lep Straighten your
back slightly To turn when lift
mg, pivot your feet instead of
twisting at your waist
Back strain? Any slight pain"
Have an immediate chiropractic
checkup Never wait until a serious
problem develops. An office exam
can pt to Us. -backbone" of
your problem quickly. You may

Owns New 1983 Cheveffs
for Only S99.80 per month

Bureau of Education for Esceptional
Capital Plaza.lith Floor
Frankfort. Kentucky 40801

not "far off from what
we recommended," he
said
But the projected $189
billion deficit in the
budget worries Brown
and he noted that '
.*there
are other factors in the
overall national security
picture, such as the
strength of the
economy"
Brown, noting congressional calLs for a $25
billion cut in defense

KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM P RTS
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and in reducing food intake can also help in
reducing weight.** she
said.
Mrs. LtFollette said
that if all or most of the
caes of high blood
pressure are detected
and controlled."we stand
a chance of considerably
reducing the incidence of
stroke, heart attacks and
heart or kidney failure,
along with savings in
health care costs."
The reduction of the
prevalence of uncontrolled high* blood pressure
and associated risk factors is one of the major
programs of the
American Heart
Associaton.
"But there is a lot more
that needs to be done. So
give generously to your
Heart Association" she
said

Ex-officials call military pay freeze a mistake

ON KENILAX Y'S ANNUAL PROGRAM PLAN

•

Mrs 1AFollette explained
When the blood
pressure rises above nor-
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the study partly because
so many parents siemel
convinced that a change
in diet could mean a big
improvement in how
their children perform in
school.
But he said, "The
evidence is not there to
support a direct connection."
McLoughlin also said
parents may want to
believe that food contributes to learning
disabilities because it's
something they can control at home.
"It's terribly
understandable," he
said. "It beats being told
there's something wrong
with the kid's nervous
system or his brain."
, John Roth, a Louisville
pediatrician who works.
with allergies, said
children who are sensitive to certain foods
sometimes develop a syndrome called "allergic
tension-fatigue" that can
make them restless and
irritable.
But Roth said he knows
of no one diet that will
clear up. every child's
learning problems.

Killing probe
continues
SEATTLE (AP) With the lone survivor too
sedated to tell them
more, the mayor and
police chief have asked
this city's close-knit
Chinese community to
help them find a third
suspect in the bloody
massacre of 13 people.
Two men were in
custody and expected to
be formally charged
Tuesdey in the mass
murders at a Chinatown
high-stakes gambling
dub._authoriUft_caid.
Mayor Charles Royer
called the killings "an
outrageous, once-in-acentury crime" and told
members of the Chong
Wa Benevolent Association at a meeting Sunday
that police "need
cooperation and information."
The meeting with 110
Chinese leaders and
Police Chief Patrick Fitzsimons came a day after
12 men and one woman
were found bound, robbed
and shot in the head at the
Wah Mee Club, a private
gambling organization in
Chinatown. Police
theorize that robbery err."
high-stakes gambling
operation led to the killings
Royer denied that illegal gambling is
tolerated in Chinatown.
"When we find evidence
of gambling we move."
The massacre was
believed to be the worst
single -day mass
homicide in state history
and one of the worst nationwide, officials said.
The only survivor, Wai
Y. Chin,61, was in serious
condition Sunday with a
gunshot wound to the
neck and was expected to
be too sedated to talk to
police until later in the
week, a spokesman at
Harborview Medical
Center said.
Chin's ability to survive, escape his bindhigs
and • stagger outside at
12:44 a.m: Saturday was
what police called the
"tacky break" that led
directly to the arrests
hours later of Benjamin
K. Ng, IS, and K wan
"Willie" Mak, 21. Both
we born in Hoag Kong
and Need in south Seattle,
records allowed.
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Young farmerslearn efficiency in beef production program
sound management is the
key to making a profit.
With these- things in
mind. the Kentucky
Department of
Agriculture initiated a
pilot program tor central
Kentucky 4-H and FFA
members who raise beef
steers.
"The new program.

FRANKFORT -Everybody hkes to see
the results of their
management decisions in
terms of dollars and
cents, and farm
youngsters are no exception. And they. like
everyone ebie who farms,
know that in today's
agncultural conditions,

dubbed Century 21. will
evaluate the youngsters'
steers at a weigh-u1 in
mid-February and again
seven months later when
they are brought to
market weight. That will
show them exactly how
much their project
animals have increased
in val'ue

Agriculture. Commis- because. the department
was interested in expansioner Alben W
II
•ding the educational
•Most important, it will potential of its steer
show the participants ex- shows, sponsored by its
actly how important effi- hviSion of Shows and
ciency is in a beef- Fairs
Before, ht. said, the
production program,'•
younsters had only the
Barkley said
Barkley said' the pilot results of a show to judge
program was begun their efforts, and while
that was helpful, it only
gave the end:74, point
.
Century. 21 will provide
not only the beginning
D Coffey They will and end, but an education
discuss the future of about what happens in
agriculture' and the between
At the mid-February
operation of cooperatives
in the environment of the weigh-in, an official
USDA grader will weigh
future.
Following a discussion and grade the steers in
period the session will ad- order to • establish the
amount the youngsters
journ
Expected to attend the would have to pay for
meeting are t;dry Jones. their steers if they weremanager of Southern -buying them then on the
States. Callfia'ay SerViCe open market At the same
and local board time. measurements will
UI C in her
rS. Glen n. be taken - to predict the
Crawford. Rub McCallon. animal's mature,site And
Max Smothennan,' Jim to estabish an ideal
Stahler, John t' Steele. slaughter weight
Barkley said that at
Mark A. Wilson of MurIbis point boor specialists
ray
from the 'University of
Kentucky will help the
youngsters devise is
feeding pre,grain for their
steers Armed with this
information,
the
Measures week has been
youngsters
will
spend
the
cowthe
observed across
try for the past 25 years next seven months brduring the week of March inging the steer I.. ma rket
1-7 to celebrate the adop- weight. During this time,
tion of the first weights the parents'and441 or
and measures law by the FF'A - teachers supervise
United States on March 2, the youngsters to make
sure they learn good
1799

Southern States sets regional meeting
over a five-state area.
The cooperative serves
farmer-members who
live in Virginia. West
Virginia. Maryland,
Delaware and Kentucky
and who hold a total of
336,835 memberships in
the organization.
J Wayne McAtee of
Cadiz.. a member of the
15-man board of directors
will preside at the
meeting. McAtee.
represents the
cooperative's members
in western Kentucky and
was elected to the board
in 1982.
Featured in the session

Members of Southern
States Cooperative's
local board and committ e e meanbe•rs.
agriculturstf ivorkers and
retail managers will attend a regional board
meetIng in Gilbertsville
on Thursday. The session
will be held at the Kentucky _Dam_ Village and
registration will begin at
9 a.m.
Also attending the
meeting will be a number
of guest young farmers
from this area.
A total of 37 of these
regional meetings will be
held by Southern States

will be a presentation entitled • -Gearing Retail to
Operating in the 80's" to
be presented by Joseph
D. Coffey. director of
Economic Research and
Planning for the
cooperative Plus a financial report for the co-op'S
first 'six months of the
fiscal year
There will also be a
video tape personal
message, to the session
from' SCcretary of
Agriculture, Jahn
plus a videotape dialogue
between Gene A. .JameS..
the co-op's executive vice
president and Dr. Jorkeph

management techniques.
Barkley said
Under the Century 21
program
when the
animal goes Li the steer
show it is weighed and
e% luateel a_ginn
liarkH said
the s oungsters know extly how mo, Ii the
steer's value has in, re'sell Them. t adiling up
V. kilt it I•11St ti)

It

their profit
These fa. lit'., plus the
placing in the -show. will
add up to one steer being
chosen Cr,
ntur
21
Supreniv Steer
sure the'
OtInOterS will work for
that honor." liarklo
saitl. but we trunk it's
et% en more important that
the% 'II retail% dm. able to
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Weights, measures week designated
FRAN1FORT -- measure 'incorrectly. and gas stations, there
March 1-7 has been they are condemned for are hundreds of other in-stallations inspected at
designated National use until corrected.
"Most people take the least once a year on a
Weights and Measures
Week in Kentucky by accuracy of weights and random basis, including
state Agriculture Com- measures for granted." warehouses, processing
missioner- Alben W. Ba?kley said. "Our plants, truck sales, grain
department's personnel storage facilities-- and
Barkley
The week honors in- spends thousands of livestock operations
Merchants and con-spectors in the depart- hours. inspecting and
ment's Division . of testing machinery and te,turiers alike benefitfroni
Weights and Measures checking the weights of the weights and
who inspect and test all items on the shelf. By en- measures program- since
comrnercially used suring accuracy in super- a faculty scale cab
weighing and measuring markets and gas stations. reduce income to a mer'theie inspectors are help- chant as well as indevices.
If the devices test cor- ing fight inflation in the advertently overcharge
the consumer. Barkley
rect, they are sealed and marketplace."
approved for further use; - In addition to inspec- said.
National Weights and
but if Mg weigh or Lions at supermarkets
•

"SERVING THE
ENTIRE PURCHASE
AREA"

'•

Sign-up begins for cost share pion
The sign-up period for
Long-Term Agreements
under the Agricultural
Conservation Program
will begin Tuesday and
continue through March
23.
The purpose of an LTA
is to permit -an eligible
landowner or operator an
opportunity to receive
cost share under a conservation plan of -operaI ii

flees needed for a solution
to the conservation problemson his farm.
Requests will be
screened by the County
Committee giving high
priority to the requests

that will accomplish the
most conservation for the
funds involved. An LTA
Agreement is under the
technical assistance of
'Soil Conservation Service
at a minimum of 3 years

to a maximum of 5 years
term. A contract will
assure the 'farmer'. Of
receiving cast-shares for
each year of the contract
at a 70 percent cast-share
level.

FmHA shows low delinquency
Kentucky Farmers business by reorganizing
Home Administration their accounts and operaloan tions. -Kentucky—F-4milaassistance to over 3.450 has approximately l'0.000
farmers during Fiscal borrowers with 11 perYear 1982 through its cent delinquent which is
regular loan program. one of the lowest in the
FrnHA also went the ex- nation. The nail-aria-I
tra mile in helping 568 average is 24 percent
farm borrowers stay in delinquency.
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11f You Wanted To Buy Feed
You Would Know Where To Go
BUT
Did You Know That
BUCHANAN FEED & SEED
Also Sold:
Bulk Garden Seeds
Plants
Fertilizer
Free Advice(So-So)
Wier* not very fancy but we promise

rou good honest products, prices and services.
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First time for everything ...

Rebels in running for title
By ED SHEARER
AP Sports Wnter
Mississippi has never
won a Southeastern Conference basketball chainpion.ship. but the Hebei!,
remain in contention for
the tale with only two
weeks left in the regular
seas/al
.As
hmik at the rai
riOlt now Kentucky appears t., be 10 g.(kod
shape,- Ole A1iss Coach
Huta
tIe10 '1.1'
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game than we have.
but we're In a positron to
(nitrol our own destiny
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assignment against lion. Alabama beat ISU
Alabama. which has roll- 7147 and Tennessee droped to three consecutive ped Florida into the convictories to climb out of ference cellar 7843
the SEC cellar for the
Kentucky has four
first time this year
games remaining, two at
-Alabama is a very home, and Ole Miss has
talented team,- said three of its final five
Hunt -We must definite- games at home
ly control the tempo of
Although Kentucky,
the game We can't let winner of 33 SEC titles.
Alabama control the tem- appears to be in the
po Also, rebounding is driver's seat, Coach Joe
going to be another big B. Hall isn't claiming the
factor "
championship yet

basket at the buzzer.
Stieg led Ole Miss with
23 points and Carlos
Clark added 17 Jeff
Malone, the SEC's
leading scorer. tallied 36
for State. 14-9 and 7-7
Jim Master had 22
points and freshman Kenny Walker 16 as Kentucky, rolling to a 44-21
halftime lead, had httle
trouble with Vandy, 16-10
and 7-7 Phil Cox led Vandy with 12 points
Ennis Whatley's 17
points paced Alabama.
14-9 and 5-9, to its victory
over ISU. 14-11 and 5-8
Howard Carter had 20
points and 13 rebounds
for the Bayou Bengali;
At Athens, Vern Flemole Miss beat Alabama
We still have a lot of ing scored 19 points.
64-63- at Tuscaloosa in the
tough games to play." Terry Fair 18 and James
first meeting of the year. Hall said Saturday night Banks 16 as the Bulldogs
primarilv by outreboun- following the victory over snapped a four-game losding the Tide 34-27.
Vandy.
ing streak by beating
Kentw•ky retained its
Ole Miss overcame a Auburn Georgia is now
garne-and-a-half cushion five-point deficit in the 16-7 overall and 7-7 in the
in the title chase Satur- Final three minutes to conference and Auburn.
day by smashing Vander- force the overtime which got 15 points from
bilt 82-413 Ole Miss broke against State, and Roger Charles Barkley, fell to
out of a two-way tie for Stieg put the Rebels in 14-8,and7-6
second with Auburn when control in the .extra
Dale Ellis scored 30
the Rebels trimmed period, • scoring seven points and Tennessee
Mississippi State for the points The Rebels led by bolted to an early 11-0
eighth time in 1 row,69-67 six with 11 seconds left. lead in demolishing
III II
hilt! but State trimmed the Florida. which got 17
Georgia was knocking off margin to two points on a points from Eugene
Auburn 67-60 In other ac- pair of free throws and a McDowell

19043 District Champs
Calloway Middle School Lady Lakers

CCMS girls win title unbeaten
When Calloway Middle
School's Lady !Akers
needed her. Lady Luck
nodded their way
In the championship
game of the district tournament. CCMS found
itself in a very unfamiliar
position
behind at
halftime
The Lady Lakers had
never trailed at the break
this season or even last
year at 7th graders The
revelation was shocking.
'It kind of shook them
up Plus. I gave them one
of my Gipper talks - the
first time I've ever
shouted at them.'' said

CCMS coach Pete
O'Rourke "I guess it did
the trick "
Trailing Benton 8-7 at
halftime. the Lady
Lakers roared back to
win the title. 25-15, and
finish the season 12-0.
Christy Anderson led
the host Lady Lakers
with 10 points. Christy
Darnell added five and
Tabethia Johnson and
Marsha Grimes each had
four
Grimes was responsible defe.nsivly for stopping Benton's offensive
threat. Mary Taylor Who
averaged between 15-20

points all season. Saturday at CCMS. Grimes
held her to only five
points
Meanwhile
Gnmes was busy grabbing seven rebounds and
making four steals
against the Benton star.
"These girls haven't
been beaten in two
years," O'Rourke said.
"and at halftime I told
them that they had come
too far to end their
careers on a sour note."
Although their regular
season has ended, the
CCMS girls have scheduled a game against the
Farmington junior varsi-

ty. Thursday., preceding
the Calloway CountyFarmington game at
CCHS.
In the boys middle
school district championship, also Saturday at
CCMS, Mayfield overpowered South Marshall,
62-45.
Three Cardinals led
Mayfield's scoring with
double figures - Bob
Herndon 114,, John Suiter
(13,, and- Joe Jackson
liii

Jim Hudson responded
with 18 for South Marshall and Brian West contributed 13

Connors says latest title was for his son's sake
MEMPHIS, Tenn AI'i
, Three-year-old Brett
Connors will have a lot of
reading to do about his
dad when he grows up.
"Jimmy Connors U.S
Open champion 1974,
1 9 7 6 ;- 1 9 7 8 , 1 98 2 ,
Wimbledon champion
1974. 1982, Australian
Open champion 1974:
Masters champion 1977,
WCT Dallas champion
1977, 1980; Wimbledon
doubles champion 1973;
U S Open doubles champion 1975, NCAA singles
champion 1971, winner of
seven U S. national junior
U S. National Indoor champion 1973. 1974,
1975, 1978, 1979, 1983."

NO 1
The legend of Jimmy Connors picked up
another chapter over the weekend as the American
captured Pus with U.S. Indoor Tennis Championship in Memphis.
AP Laserphoto

IPIZZIFF

career-prize money
For Connors, the victories are the diary he's
leaving for his son But he
knows the records are not
necessarily forever
"Maybe some young
punk will come along in a
couple of years and beat
mny records." hr said Sunda). "but my name will
still be on the plaques"
Connors' most recent
victory started slowly as
his lost his service in the

Toner's comments
followed a weekend in
which Walker, a threetime All-American twining back, called a news
conference to deny a
story in the Boston Globe
that he had signed a
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Our health insurance
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three-year contract for
approximately $5 million
with the New Jersey
Generals of the new
United States Football
League on Thursday. but
took advantage of a 24hour grace period and
changed his mind.
"Based on what I
understand, what's beep
said officially, Herschel
Walker's going to play his
senior year," Toner said.
**There's been no contract signed, there's been
no use of an agent. I don't
think there's any more to
be said.
Nevertheless, it was
that the USFL had
been. planning a huge
news conference in New
York on Saturday, ostensibly to announce
Walker's signing. Chuck
Fairbanks. the Generals'
coach and chief operating
officer, reportedly left
the teain's Orlando, Fla.,
training camp to attend. .
However, a report in
Monday's New York
Times quoted an unnam-
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ed USE!. official as saying the league would not
have, approved any contract with Walker.
because he still has college eligibility remaining
Like the National Football League, the USE!.
has said it would not draft
or sign a college player
until he completes his
eligibility or his original
class graduates. The rule
has never been tested in
the courts, although
Walker once voiced his
intention to do so.
Despite Walker's
denials, the possibility
Still remained that he
might have signed
something — perhaps not
a format contract —
which might render him
ineligible for further collegiate competition. He
also could be declared ineligible if it were found
that his attorney. Jack
Manton of Atlanta, acted
on Walker's behalf as an
agent rather than just offering advice.
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vice at 30. Mayer then points, 15 of 16 and 19 of 22
took a 40-30 lead before he to post the victory and
allowed Connors to pull to take home the winner's
deuce when he hit a check of $45,000. Mayer
forehand down the line pocketed $22„500.
The Australian duo of
wide.
Peter McNamara and
An ace, his second of
Paul McNamee captured
the match, gave Mayer the
doubles crown,
the advantage. From
defeating the Gullikson
then on. it was all Contwins, Tim and Toni, 6-3,
nors. •
5-7, 6-4. The doubles winPlaying his first tour- ners split $15,000, while
nament of 1983, Connors the Gulliksons shared
ripped off the next 12 $7,500.

Walker denies stories: he's not turning pro, yet

NEW YORK 'Al'
Herschel Walker will be
The last title, a record able to complete his colsixth U S National In- lege football career at
the
door crown, came Sunday University of
Georgia
when Connors crushed this fall, 8i-cording to the
Gene Maier 7-5, 6-45. And president of the National
it was gratifying for Con- Collegiate Athletic
nors since it broke the Association
mark ,pf six victories he
"From what I know
shared with Wylie C
now, there doesn't seem
Grant
-I want my name on to be a story," John
the plaque so that my kid Toner, athletic director'
some day will know what at the University of Conhis old man did and know necticut and new presithat he wasn't just out dent of the NCAA. told
messing around all his The Associated Press
Sunday night.
life," Connors said.
Sunday's victory in the
1315,000. -tournament at
the Racquet Club of
Memphis was Connors'
96th career triumph, a
record. Last year he
became the first man to
go over $4 million in

sevi'mth game at 30, giv- made only three first
serves.
mg Mayer a 4-3 lead.
"I seemed to be gliding
Then the tide changed around
the court and felt
suddenly.
I could get to anything,"
"From 4-3. I didn't the left-hander
said
miss a ball." Connors "When I feel like that. I
said.
Just open up."
And he opened up on
He brake right back in
the eighth game at 15 to Mayer. who got crushed
pull 'even, then broke in the steamroller who
again in a 10-point 12th now makes, his home in
game to grab the first set. Los Angeles.
Connors began the seIn that game, Mayer's
serve deserted him as he cond set by holding ser-
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One Akron loss,
or Racer victory
means playoff slot

Yarborough avoids crackup, wins Daytona 500

qualified eighth in a PonBEACH, stock car racing's most ed to avoid Lake Speed, attempts to win this race, his second la p
tiac l.eMans
Jriia e
who had cut in front of was 'hospitalized for demolishing the 4..ir
skillfully to pick up the
On
Thurs
a
Brooks
In
Doctors
a
observation
similar
at-It
was
real
the *only
been Cale Yarborough's
planned to release hint to- journeyman driver Bruce winner's pros- of $119 airsi
week, and when he saw problem I had all day.- tempt to unlap himself
The 42-year-old driver
Jacobi crashed in a gauliWaltnp's
car
left
the
day
Yarborough
of
the
said
what remained of Darrell
One Murray State vic- Akron loses to
The accident was the tying rare Ile remains in From Sardis, S t' who is
Waltrip's car sliding accident that took track, hit an infield retory or a loss by Akron Youngstown, also on Fnacross the track he Waltrip from the race as taming wall, ri( ((dieted only mishap of any conse- critical condition 44 1th a third on the all time
will clinch the Racers a day
NASCAB list with
couldn't help but wonder he was attempting to &Toss the racing sur- quence in the culnunation brain !Four%
slot in the Ohio Valley
Akron beat Eastern
"You just can't think career victories. used his
if his dream of another unlap himself on the 64th face, struck the outside of a week that began with
Conference post-season Kentucky, 80-74, SaturDaytona 500 victory was of 209 laps over the 2 S- asall and came down just N•arborough turning the about-those things.- Yar experience to an ertake.
tournament, March 11-12. day to prolong Murray's
mile Daytona Inteena- far enough for Yar- fastest qualifying lap in borough said when asked Baker and hOld off hard
about to go up in smoke.
playoff insurance. As the
borough ti' get by
the history of stock car if the horrifying clash charging Bill Flhott And
tional
Speedway
•'1 came very close to
By winning Friday at
picture looks now, the
that cost him the pole Joe Buttii ian. who wound
Waltrip. the two-time racing, 200 501 mph.
Waltrip lost cuntrol of
.hitting turn and I made a
Middle Tennessee, the worst Murray
could end
positnin for the Slanillmit up fourth MI his
defending
NASfAlt
he
has
lust
control
of
Monte
his
Chevrolet
decision to go by him on
Racers moved into a posi- up with is a
be for the
event
w .is Oil his !IMO Carlo after leadinc It;
Grand
Carlo
National
chain
Monte
while
travelwhen
race
Carlo
SS
Yarthe
high
side,"
tion to clinch a slot In the fourth-place
slot with
Sinida
lie eventually times for ss
pion,
who
has
INN
failed
in
11
ing
more
than
mph
on
Brooks
stowleader
Dick
fourzteam tournament, Akron if both finished 9-5 borough said. "I didn't
right
the
know if it was
provided Akron loses one
After Saturday's
one, but I made the move
of its two remaining con- games, only five
teams
and that was
ference games.
remain in the playoff T1113As it turned out YarMurray will be the first rung -- Murray 9-21,
Hurry in for Huge Sayings!
borough made all the
OVC team to clinch a Morehead (8-3), Eastern
Hi-FI • Video • Computers
right moves Sunday, in8-3,(
Tenplayoff berth if they Kentucky
Autosound
• Calculators • More
cludfng one on the final
defeat Austin Peay in nessee Tech ( 6-41, and
Of*R011,AWN/37Si.
lap that propelled him
7-5).
(larlcsville, Friday, or if Akron
past Buddy Baker and into Victory Circle as a wan• for the third tune of
DAYTONA

Fla. (*P) - it hadn't coveted pnze

die Ihaek

MSU Racer netters
tie for third at EKU Murray
honors
seniors

Murray. States men's
tennis team tied for third
with host Eastern Kentucky this weekend in the
EKU Indoor Invitational
Tournament.

MSU coach Bennie
Purcell said his team had
a "pretty fair effort, but
not as well as we exTwo singles players
and one doubles team advanced to the' tourney
finals before being
eliminated.
Mats Ljungman won
two of his three matches
at No.1 singles before losing to Kentucky's Joe
Lytzky, 6-2, 6-2, in the
championship.

Bobby Montgomery
lost in the finals of the
No.2 singles to Rick
Bogard of Miami, Fla., 63. 6-2, after winning two
previous matches.
Ljungman and Montgomery teamed in the
doubles and advanced to
the finals before losing 63,6-2,to a Miami team.
Kentucky and Miamitied for first with 33
points each. MSU and
Eastern tied for third
with 14 apiece, Indiana
State was next with 13,
followed by West Virginia'
(10), -Western Kentucky
6)and Illinois State (21.
Sunday the Murray
men travel to Southeast
Missouri.

Calloway All Stars
advance to finals
A Saturday victory propelled Calloway County's
6th grade All Star basketball team into the finals
of the Lyon County Invitational Tournament,
Feb. 28, at 12:45 p.m.
The CC All Stars
defeated Sharpe Elementary of Marshall County,
34-21, Saturday to advance to the tournament
finals.
Balanced scoring by
Johnny Ahart 8). Tim

Armstrong ( 7), Scott
Adams ( ), Greg
Workman (5) and Mark
Hatcher ( 4) produced the
necessary ingredients for
p Calloway victory.
The locals breezed to a
21-9 halftime advantage
and played substitutes
the remainder of the
game.
SatUrciay's championship at Lyon County will
feature the Calloway
squad against Calvert City's All Stars.

Tonight is Murray
High's Senior Night,
honoring the Lady
Tigers' last-year players.
Monica Greene, Donna
Rousse and Lon Schenbacher will all be the
featured players in a
pregame introduction
ceremony at MH.S gym.
Game time has been
altered for tonight as only
one game, a varsity matchup, will be played
beginning at 6:30 p.m. • The contest is the final
district game for both
MHS and Mayfield's
girls.

Calloway County Middle School's 7th grade
takers advanced to the
finals of the Lyon County
Basketball Tournament
by beating Paducah
Broadway Methodist, 50n,Saturday.
PBM remained close in
the first half, behind 19-14
at the break, but the
Lakers reeled off a 16-1
third period to wan hands
down.
Chad Stubblefield led
CCMS with 22 points, five
rebounds Cary Alexander added 15 points,
four rebounds; and Pat
host Mississippi Universi-. Gupton had five points
ty for Women in a 5:15 and an "excellent floor
p.m. matchup in Racer game," according to
Arena.
CCMS coach Birch KinThe Lady Racers, 8-13, solving.
defeated MUW,8944, in a
CCMS enters the chamconfrontation earlier this pionship game Saturday
season.
with a 9-1 record.
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SUPER SALE

Our Lowest Price Ever on Our
Finest Video Game!
tandyvision • t 14, ,

4,.

'

Save $90
15995

29
995
Poker/Blackjack Cartridge Included
ojoy the most ...wain() iraprl,...
sound effects and culur
'SW a),ItTIPS
,
• to any color TV N'R

Uses Intellivision• and Sears Super
Video Arcade- Cartridges

CARTRIDGE
BONUS!
Buy any 3 game car
tridges and a 4th cartridge of your choice
Will be sent to you by
Mattel Electronics
Hurry --otter ends
3 e83
Gel Details at Your
Nearby Radio Shack or
Par ficipartng Dealer

'a

Save S4 on VHS and Beta
Video Cassettes

Our Best PoCket Computer Cut 29%
TRS-80' PC-2 by Radio Stl

CCMS boys
advance
to finals

MSU Lady Racers
host MUW Tuesday
A Tuesday home game
will provide Murray
State's Lady Racers an
opportunity to bounce
back from a road loss at
Middle Tennessee Friday
night.
Murray's women will

PRESIDENTS'
BIRTHDAY))-

Save $80

199

L
_--I Li L._ • _ 1 LO L. tak Li!
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•
in 0 •
In ail CB 0 CZ
• •IN
MI•
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STA-

HMOs,

Off

27%
1095
Reg 14 9')
Off

Computing power that goe-,
anywhere' Add uptioriai_
cassette recorder and it Ile/
face for our ready h. r u r,
software 026-3601 -

/

I

Digital-Synthesized
Stereo Receiver

h

1295
24%
Reg 16 95
Beta L-500 ail)
d.s

Reg 279 95

• Programs in Extended Pocket BASIC
• Typewriter-Style Keyboard

..;
N

VHS T-120 lop In

In,,, ,
at as speec1s
n
nail( eS

•

:1

4

Stereo Cassette Deck Cut 200 0
`.110 to), 14,

I Dy

30 watts per channel, minimum rms into 8 ohms
from 20-20.000 Hz. watts no more than 002% DID

Save qing5
940 &

Reg .
359.95

• Programmable 12-Station (6 AM/6 FM) Memory
• Ea Button for Enhanced Bass With Mini-Speakers
• Precise Tuning With Digital Frequency Readout
No tuning dial-lust hold a pushbutton to scan station
to-station, locking-in each perfectly. Recall any station
in memory with the touch of a button. LED ssgsat
Strength indicator 031-2002

Save
15995
$40

199 95

• Time-Saving Automatic Search Music System
• Dolby • B NR • 2-Color LED Level Meters
ASMb
'Soft touch tape contrOIS- make it eir,,
senses silence between songs to dot,)ritati( any ad
vance to the next selection or replay a prey,c lk one
Selectors tor metal CrO and normal tape
search mode indicators 0 t4

High-Performance CB
With PA Cut 40%

Save 590 on Tower
Speaker
C)pbryiu%•1 inn
hlo ne.alist,4

TRC 421A by Realistic

Save $40
95

Help and info are lust a button
away' Jac* for external speaker lets
you use C13 as a mobile PA Lighted
S/RF meter, LED channel display
021,-1502 wen movnt.J Ne.0.eater

Reg

59

Half
Price

Reg. 99.95

Phone Extension
COMIS

By Realistic

By Radio Shaca.
25-Foot Modular

Pm Basketball
Ix=

Off 499
18%
Reg. 5.9S
30-Foot 4-Prong

LI

=

25%
Ott.
Rog.

3.99

Talk from anywhere In the
room Instant plu¢in connecbone 0279-356/279-1261

• 5" Woofer and 10" Passive
Radiator Deliver Solid Bass
• 2 Liquid-Cooled Tweeter •
Buy two at the regular price of one,
Tweeter has acoustic lens for improved
dispersion Genuine walnut veneer
040-2037
35'4 x 121/..x
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Check YourPhone Book for theBads*MaskStore or Dealer Nearest You
MIMI MAY TAM AT OIDIVIDUAl STORES AND DEALflIS

A DNIcrON of I*NOT (OUPON*/.(31.4

•
P41.1. 161 HE Mt RR 4'I ks.. LEDGER &
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DEAR FREI): t'onaider yoursetf lucky to hove lead
no eosepheetions. If tbere's teeth in the proverb
'Me physician who treats himself has• fool for.
petient.” I wonder whet wanner of man. forsooth.
would risk plucking out his own tooth?
I iLAK ABB MY lissah.a
-Z=1 I ars-swooned overarms
We've been married for eight months and 1 just found out
I am pregnant Wr are thrilled.
N4440/ foe tjsv problem
I hays. nester smoked cigarettes
and cant stand thr smell of them If someone 'Smokes
near Me A makes me lurk I had not planned on letting
people smirks- in our home I don't want the smell on my
furniture. draperies, on my body or clothes And I don't
want smnkt in my lungs or my unborn child's
I have as good relationship with my in laws. but I haven't
known them long. so how do I get lima point across to my
rnmilior-mclaw and smiter-onlaw, *ha ass bulb chain
smoker,' They both have health problems, hut they are so
hooked sin cigarettes they (aril go for half an hour without
one I* know they will want to visit vswhen we return to
the states. but I don't want their cigarettes in 1Try
.house
I don't think it would he lair to wait until they walk off
Ow plane f.. COI them how I feel hut I can t seem tot put it
inf., words without coming arrows as a hateful intolerant
snip
What .11.iu1.1 I doANT STAND SMOKE

Church
attendance
increases

Your ladividual Classifieds
Horoscope "
2
Vernon
Western
Store
«topic plan
Oos

NEW YORE (API Despite the economic
slump. giving to churches
Fraaces Drake
As going up, and doing so
rock
of
FOR TUESDAY,
ahead of the inflation
soloctod
shirts
odd
rate.
FEBRUARY 21, lOLl
That's the finding of a
Whet tied of day will Mar- *kits. Roamed
DEAF( ABBY The ••Proud Orlikoffs- were upset because*
survey by the National row be Ti find out whet the
to
e,i.r DAM la Ls* %rri married a wZman named Reilly. and
t
Council of Marches of 10 stun say, read the forecast
inatead of her taking his name. Orlikoff, he changed hie
major Protestant eves for yersr birth sign.
name to Reilly Ills reason Should he decide one day tr
denominations, and it
run for public Wire Orlskriff wounds too Hinman. further
Mrs. 9-9 Day
squares with the theory ARM
more people would be Mire in( lined to ...de for is -Reilly'
than ion libido&
that religious involve- t Mar lit° Apr_ 19,
Aldo., please advise young Orbited( to check uut some of
ment increases in hard
A partner is your best confithe name, of people who are elected off., i.ils before giving
times.
dant Strangers may nusinterup his ramilv name
Average per capita giv- pret your ideas. Domestic inFrom the 1'..S House id Reprearntatises Kogrivaek
ing rose 13.2 percent in terests are highlighted after Part's moo Restaurant,
IWAH
('AN'T:
You're
right.
You can't visit until
Sikorski Lipinski Rostenkowski. Zahlrx-ki
Revers, Ky A
Grand
those church bodies in the dark
thes'walk off the plant- ill tell them. The solution is
From the V S Senate lioschwitz. h)nnisky Inouye
great place for lynch.
TAURUS
Latest
year of available
ribs
You or your husband should write or phone
Mataunaga Murkowski
(;
0
/-, dinner or shopping
Apr 20 to May 20 t$
statistics, 1101, and total
and tell them just what YOU'l, I. told mc.
Coen 10 )3•m , 7 days
ficrojr., who would side for a mkn if it rap found (rut
Financial prospects im- a week
giving increased 12.5 perthat he w.i• aftharned of his parenta name"' Sign me
I ))' \R ABBY Roo' Hiss' F411 shame'
Isn't it had enough
cent, both well ahead of prove, but money is a touchy Reminder' Contribute
that *c •ingle periple_ are discriminated against in legal
PROVO WIKOFF
matter. in. ome taxes. etc
that year's inflation rate sub)ect with friends You're to tour PolitICal Party
Why should we be penalized
able to organize your thoughts on Income Tax ;return
DEAR j'HOI'D. Right on! And don't forget that a
ru -not marriesP
of 8.9 percent.
f•-• SI 00 for State Political
to good advantage
man named Abraham Ribicsiff was twice elected
Bah humbug' Ten lashes for you with 411 wet copy of Ma
Party
Members averaged GEMINI
SO for
Local
governor of Connecticut, and won two consecutive
Magazine
Polityt el Party
giving 8230.51 apiece, May11 toJune 10i
terms in the C.S. liouse•of Representatives and three
MAD IN PORTLAND
compared to 8323.70 the
Fir
With patience and tact you'll
speCoV
herr
terms-ii the U.S. Senate'.
year before.
be able to Improve your posiprices for you,
DEAR MAD- I could fill this page with letters from
I rE A R A Mil' I w dint to %igiirionsly protesd The (*alone
In this country, oveiall tion careerwise Others.
reader,. a hie
Tiny Tots
a, rote to disagree with
my answer.
Coutiti ra. Praser publiehed in sour I vlumn. Ti. degrade
religious giving amounts though, are touchy and easily
St- ore Ito date, and they're still coming
(ASTIR STUDIO
•
In: Readers,
and make .1 nsoe ken of one of th. moist beautiful of the
to about 822.1 billion an- provoked.
22#i; Abby. 0.
Pftalm* IP. alniost unforgis able
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751 COI
CANCER
nually,
according to the
AII right, individuals are individuals, married or
.If it's laugh* from morons sou want 1 siuppoise you'll get
Latest 1980 figure, and its 'June 21 to July 221 SO
single, nob a couple should spend twice as much on •
it few. hut ,t.. the vast majority of your readers it was a
Novo 5 minates? Ca
Behind-the-scen.es
gift as a single person. But let's flier it: They rarely
growth for several years
major maim noon on your part .ind 1 thank :In apoblin,
759-4444 fee as
has lagged considerably maneuvers could backfire Be
upfront with others You may
spirotioaal message to
tfr:Ait ABBY keep hammering awns in your campaign
behind the inflation rate.
THiiMAS I. sHALEN
NY
to entourage ;adults ad well as children tic expose anyone
brighter' yew My.
That de -facto sag in be able to revive a fading
- who attempt, to *visually moleid them
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Childroo's tom 759religious budgets came at romance
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parts of writing this column is deciding what I think
444S.
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value,
churches to step up
my daughter three cousins, two nieces, is sister in-law, low
you; time by yourself will Co nes all types of glass
Obviously I thought the "Calorie Counter's
welfare programs to fill restore energy. Finish
,.an daughter as well as hi; daughter inlaw
Prayer" deaerved space in my column since calorieup mirrors and pletoplass
the gap left by govern- neglected household tasks and Cu? to all sires and
•• 1 inly one child reported it to her mother Then
, minting has hecome as national obsession.
her
shapes We install store
ment cutbacks.
mother kept it a secret without even confronting the
It was not my intention tic degrade or make a
enjoy qtuet pastimes
fronts, replace
molester'
While
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leaders insist VIRGO
told me isnly•after he had grown
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aluminum doors.
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closers. aingerz locks
riot the victims tell I'm sure then- are Many other rases
Lake up all the slack, the
Competitors need to be and weatherstrips We
where the sistims don't tell because they think their. to
new figures indicate handled tactfully A loved one instaii auto glass, fix
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storm
windows, storm
just rine imitated incident, and they don't want to cause
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Even though total
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Coldwater Rd 753 0110
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molar awl a 1,ilian teeth that I pulled ms.elf
Stcrer v is on the side of the molester
Teachers aren't in the mood
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was down slightly, less for nonsense Settle down and
complete assignments. Work
than
a
percent,
they done
•
in the past now pays off
showed a "real increase
careenwise
in giving," Says the coun- SCORPIO
WHITLEY CITY, Ky. .
year, compared to 99 at Burnside, was admitted car struck a tree about Whitley City around 10 cil's researcher, Constant
Oct. 23 to Nov . 211 nileV'
to Lake Cumberland five miles north of p.m Saturday night.
AP - A one-car arcs- the same time last year.
H. Jacquet Jr.
'You'll have to appeal to a
dent on U S 27 in McState police identified Medical Center, where
romantic interest's intellect,
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6. Help Wanted

14. Want to Ivy

Male and female owl
cers clowns and unique
characters. Inquire at
7534555. 10 5 After S.
153-3106

(fortify Poundape for 'ii
croo 1)30011

New Openings for
nationwide industries.
no sales. will train.
515,000 plus • year For
Hsi* call I 312 931 7051,
rat 1774A.

9. Situation Wanted
Neva* wanted on or
near lake to rent to
lease with option to buy
Send pictures and do
tails to Ropplemeyer.
Delleville.
CroSS Dr
111 0221
LOCal girl needs female
roommate to share 7
bedroom townhou-se
apt References needed
Call after 6P ri
759 9513

10. Business Opportunity
Steel Buildings Priced
to pet the lob, Inter
national Manufacturer
has dealerships
available in some
Polen
areas Great
fiat Call SOO 525 9240

11. Instruction
Keyboard Instruction
Individual keyboards in
a class lab setting ern
phasizong basic poen
istic skills to prepare
for private lessons All
ages Special adult and
pre school classes_
12 session courses Call
Suzanne Johnson. 436
2615, or Chuck's Music
Center. 753 342

15. Articlesf!$ak
Like new baby bed with
esceilent 117 cool mat
tress Excellent buy
Calf 7530631 before 5
PM

16. Mime Furnishings
Black and white 19 inch
T v 550 Call 437 4945
after 5.2:Wm
One pood whit• ano
SSC
black RCA T v
tall 7.11 1739

FOR
SALE
Office desk and
4
ha .
B Dick Copier
16" DeWatt sew
nd roller tables
Plelvy dety 16"
d saw
ticker dirt tampmachine
3.14P water pomp.
we 40 ft. extension kidders
y more items.
II 753-1675 or
753-2615. or see
at 621 S. 4tfe
trait.

13. For Sale or Trade

It. Sewing Machines

Kerosene heater. 18.000
BTU Sunbeam. very
good condition Last 18
hrs on one fill Prce
1110 Call 753 3711 after
6 30p m

For tale Singer Athena
n cabinet all
2000
accessories, baby lock
commercial Quality. 1
yr Old Both in excel
lent condition
also
many varieties fabrics
49 2449

14. Want to Buy
Wanted Burley pound
age for '83 crop
759 9011
Call anytime,
will pay going prize

19. Farm Equipment

1BOWES% Rentals_e &lister Sit

Farm all Cub Tractor
with belly MOValtf end
cortivator. A I cond.
toon '753 2900 before
713 5702 after
tp m
Sp nt
John Deere 1240 1 Row
Drill Call 415 4155
MT John Deere tractor
with .front row cootiva
tor. good condition.
5750 753 3629 after
So rn

A couple wants to rent 2
or ) bedroom furnished
apt or house 440 pets
759 446
Want to rent Home with
barn and pasture tor
horses Cali 759 1731
Pasture for dairy her
fords Call /53 0110
Two bedrOOm home • in
Murray wgh ,fenceici in
yard 354 8516
-

lot in L •• •
2 acres 24C
frontage On 193 sma
barn. str•ter •44P1 fr •
and septic system "
cluded Cali 759 4915 or
133 4394 after SO m
Residential lots tone •
R 2 Robertson Si ho.)
District, near univers
,yv All utii•SaeS
aven

U. Musical
75 watt aill•rantz re
2 Bose 301
,_eiver
waiters Sansui turn
table and Sanyo cass
We tape deck Will sell
together or separately
Phone 7S9 9199 or 7)3
1940 Best otter

MK. 2 Wulfown fur
nished apt Cali 753 8299
nays 753 6194 nights
One or two bedrooms
near downtcrien
sots
762
753 me
Murray
4650 Of AU 71144
Small neatly furnished I
bedroom apt inquire ay
1005 13th 51
Three rooms and bath
furnished

ofy

Cole

Real Estate. 753
Also unfurnished I
91/1111
bedroom
Tired of big utility- bills'
We neve A nii e
bedroom apt for yOu
1)3 39.49
oi.rolef
bedr001:5
T WO
quit./ resident•ai
-un
'
near
neighbor
Isl-erSi 1 x- .1225 month
753
_
• _ 11096
Large uproots,- piano
13. Rooms for Rent
175
Partly restored
Sleeping rooms
re
1394
Call 753
Very old upright Eller trigerator n rltil; pris
washers
piano with _stool 1299 ate entrance
immer
alter S and dr liars
Cad 753-3607
loth
C
St
man Apt..
PM
753 6609

24. Miscellaneous

34. Houses for Rent
Nice .hree oi• ••i)orri
city
Coleman
brick
753 9999
Real Estate
Also IMO begrOOT
brick county
range
Three bedroom
newly in
refrigerator
Near Univers
sulated
ity $215 'CENTURY 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors
'53 1492
three bedroom home
south of Murray $250
DePos•T re
month
quire(' Call "ipann
Realty Assoc 753 7724,
I bath
Two bedroom
located Within walking
distance of downtown
Available immediately
no pets 75311025 before
435 4325 alter
Sp m
So m

1.750 Gallon water lank
20 ft netk over trailer
753 1725 or 159 4926
Production Supervisors
_Air Ccumpressors.
commercial S horse
• Not Melt Adhesive
Dower, 60 gallon tanks.
15 1 CFM per. minute.
Jackson, Tenn.
1;213 • special
WIN Aareeive Coming offers•rverurdig sagerionity
We deliver
5695
ear Mame, Ti... bet men edbesive plums. We ore smidaa
901 749 0091 day or
• Ihit Is preductioa supervisor wit6 e mitsimem of 5 men
night
epergnes
mandoctering
36. For Rentor Lease
redoubt,
chemical
modem* I.
' Firewood for sale.
is
science
or
chemistry
Tire or more years of Whim level
seasoned $75 rick. green For Rent 100 or 110ffirps on bell ear Ind end
prolemed. Ile bme permanent
Call tertable acres. Calloway
also available
1rd MPH.
Call nigAIS
753 7585
County
toorrioesponabilliso"ma óds tow tecioniud end
Reminder! Contribute 313 SAS 0491
masepeassed responsibilities ler the officious NH effective
to yOur POlitttil Party For reftt 30 -.serer, of
speretlea et ear faded/ deans year shaft. Yaw ANN t•
on Income Tax Return
cropfand at Crossland,
Isimpereast.
pertleipetten
prefeeriesel pride eel teem
$1 00 for State Political 4911154
estessiee
La ettrective semposseeten preprem Wading
SO for Local
Party
Political Party
3I.Pets-SuWies
heallIts Is offered. fin mere hiformatien. col collect or mad
resume to:
SEASONED AKC Registered
FIREWOOD Call John Chinese Pug Puppies
312422-8400
1. litter
Boyer. 753 0338
.S100each Call 7)3 1438
Receiver
Satellite
Eschew lac. 30 N. LaSalle 411614
.
4witmlitY
Airdale puppies 6
System, completely in
14
Esseleyer M/F
weeks old Feb
Chicago, NI. 60602
stalled and ready to Champion Blood Lines
watch over 50 channels
wor
registered
top of the AK C
Th.3 is a
med and had shots Call
tine- system 12 950 We
1 382 2429 nights and
EDUCATION COORDINATOR AND
have Murray re
weekends.
terences Call 502 676
INSTRUCTOR,MLT PROGRAM
puppies. toff
Dachshund
5219
251
SO2
or
3983
Education Coordinator and Instructor,
blooded Call 753 9567
all
Seasoner,
hardwood.
Program
Technology
Laboratory
Medical
sizes violable up /1 27
Murray State University. Duties will
inchn 529 rick Green 43. Real Estate
program
instruction,
Include: didactic
El' rick Delivered and
si cked 753 1476
evaluation, recruitment, recordkeeping,
Puede.& Thersten
Sy Mming Pool Salt
and 'Jason with personnel in affiliated
laserirece
Ft, sale 1902 and Bank
clinical laboratories. Masters degree
Reel Wets
Rei 3 Deck Pool S ive
preferred; minimum qualifications'
Sttettisitle Cowl Sq.
25 percent tri SO percent
Complete with tote
medical technologist registration
Merrey, keettodly
Dec k
15' k24
Spec i a 1
(education and experience acceptable to
753-4431
966
SO2
Call
Pool 1999
CAHEA ), B.S., and three years of
Ask for
1258 Collect
Laboratory experience including one year of
Dean
teaching. Salary - commensurate with
Timothy end clove.
STROUT
hay $1 SO a bale 497
training and experience. Position available
!MALTY
8211
latest;
the
at
June 1 - August 1, 1963.

application deadline April 8, 1963. Send
resume and three reference letters to:
Dr. Charles E. Kupcholla
Professor and Chairman
Department of Biological Sciences
Murray State University
Murray,KY 42071
An equal opportunity/affirmative action
employer.

ATARI

5too CorOoLE 4,CARTS
SOOCART5
Surittulearito Music

MOWS•TPRES•STEREO

25. Business Services
TAX 5111111a
Pr•Porlo.
Wallies.,
ere end eth•
Morn. 1104 Pepe,
Merrey. 739-1425
Joyce Noel's Tax Set
vice --Prices start at
17 50 for short forms No
waiting - copies made
On the spot and ready to
mail 49 244
Order your little girl's
tailor made Easter
dress today For more
information, call 759
1206 b•IWeett S and
OP n'k

a MOW Home Rad*
121E40 trailer, 1,1 miles
Out South of Murray
Call after 4 30 p m
753 4512
A 1 2 or 3 BR. newly
furnished. natural gas
Or electric heat. Shady
Oaks 753 5209
Two bOdrOont trailer.
Call
East of Town
4/9- 2763.
Two bedroOM hOuGe on
5. 10th Street. Call
4/0-2763.
Two bedroom 1,100110
home, 1Vs WWI SCUM Of
town, 5110. Call 1234691
after 5 00

Busirois Rentals
Mid

Isue &J,I_ ow promo leseibe wed mid
ID 161861108. Interesesd wiles Nor as. 783WS.IWO.llamaloney.

SOm
WarehsWe
looralst
Ieea
711141$11

Moe Coast tic....
Orson Orem Iverymisers
ferHur lime 1114
1911 Colderner Lsed
thrmay.(ensusiv 42971
- (511)711-1194
Awns,
)01 L.'MON
boner
Ummeed Ilealled

016.410A• C AL /01••• C04.00•Y
11121
Rif•
11003,
1

vs)• ••

12tit, Merrey,
304
Ky.
Sales Associet•s,
Ives* Oilmen
Preasise Omse 713-1725.
Nan Ilird 1571114
fle16, lielev • 419.2216.
en Ames 713-2437

Our Interest by..
PM**. lowpw••
IdIalfts
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53 Services Offered
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53. Services Offered

$3. Services Offered

Mca.''SI 895

,Or
a'

$25

's1 Ivir

7S) 6532 or
7s) 2619

man

73. Exterminating

foci

trent

SI00

ha".',

rf•
„Jo.-

nee

GrOvIr

sfreifil

Usecl Cars

•Auto Services

Large

32 Apts. For Resat

19. Farm Equipment
1949 1144 '
Ord Tractor
Completely overhauled
$1,500 114 1091

Mb

3Em 311E

.44%

only 06 s square foot
for normal cleaning
free Estimate;
759 1913

S.

1,`

snoiti
Lenlury 21
adventwe that

••••"ct

us..

arne on Mr rmirte•

:1
week .C•rifuy
Loretta 1(10%
appreciates your - .11
'nu 751.1492
Brick duple. rouse *
basement .1 bio • s
from. Square 40C •`,10U 4 r,
ISM Murray 24' 'IS?
By Owner fir t ran, h
n
S tyle r,
two
Gatesborougt
ii (4
* ,ci od buf
3 bedroom'.
fireplaces.
2 baths central. eiPs 'r
heat and air Pr,co in
mid 60's Call 753 577%
By owner ap
proximately 2 100 50 4,
of living area 2 . ,sr
paved dr,.
garage
electric heat pump an,!
arc

Rustic

Siding

moving

I.

.4ii

,•'.
4,`

Old

Must

Sell'
Call

I

alter.

ROOF
PROBLEMS"

0*,

S

It'

I

,•'(

• ••

s

,.a..•.

%*

I

CHIN CHIN
CHIMNEY SWEEP
162-4192
435-4348

Mr.!

Cal.,

5151.500

•

t•

114'

Cy0feSs

2 yearS

/S3 1324
Fun.fOldct _t,remity-_ room
and a cookero of a
look out to a
kitchen
landscaped yard
Dream Sited bedrooms
and u shaped kit i hen
makes this a home for
your farnil.Y Just now
on the market at cen
71 Loretta Jobs
fury
Realtors Cell-753 107
Good three bedrOorn
home on 10 plus acres.
7 '1 Tiles 543Uth Or town
on paved road public
Grenada
water supply
Owner
0 11 rv Pe
Asking

0.5
1.1•1.

S4

sia

hI

• •

,1
.•.•

• ••

•'

Spann Realty Asoc
75) 1721
Large and luxurious 4
bedroom residence
situated on wooded ai re
Inly 3 milts west of
adichning the
Murray
latis Country Club Gott
Five sets of
ourse
sliding glass doors open
private porches
3n/o
Ind patios Home has
many outstanding
features CA11 X OP
PERUD REALTY. - /53
1222 today
New and exciusively
different listing in Canterbury Estates
Be
i ustoon
built 4
stsdtfuf
bath
2
bedroom
Colonial Farm Style
home
Pigged hard
wood Roofs chair rails,
ustom built kitchen
w ith pantry an'd
m,(rowave Two decks
for outdoor eniorment
K OPPERUD REALTY
753 1227
The perfect home for
the growing family is
this five bedroom two
bath home at 904 Story
Brick vrittt storrn doors
Range,
and windows
dishwasher.
disposal
cabinets and storage
galore immaculate in
side and ready for you
$43.500
to move in
Roberts R•alty Co..
753 test
r hr.* bedroom. 2 story
frame hOsiSe Call for
appo.ntment only. 436
2927 after 59 m
T Wive bedroom 7 bath
or ic k horn* on I's acre
lot in good location Has
neat pump and wood
Heated
burning stove
arse pa Noed wor k shop
Only 54.500 Call Spann
Realty Assoc /53 7724

Q. Motorcycles
19110 Yamaha VI 250.
$700 C•11 759 4712 after
330
1•80 Yiirriana 400
Special II, windshield,
sliding beck rest with
reck. II 200 1971 140nda
330, new paint, crash
bar. 1300 753 1114
80 YAMAHA. 250
Exciter I. sopo
extra clean, •c
7) MPG 1175
cessor
7S3 6341
91 YAMAHA. 750
MAXIM. 7100 Miles.
*Ira
C
clean 11.100 713 alai

ASIO *VIC'S
Import Auto Savage •
Datum. Toyota. V W.
Fiat. Opal. Subaru.. now
and used parts and
repair 174-1315

4

7 A..
•

••

.cs

4 hrer

Need o second
opinion? Build up
Residential
or
Local references
Cell Hugh Outland
759 1719 or 753
8076.

Al!

1.0 . .

vlitC.4M

•
CROSSFIRE
TV/FM Antennas
from
Channel Master
••• ,
11 11...1111 • t •ati..‘

•

Compaq
Model

3610

•

All Channel Master Antennas, Towers
Roforys, Amplifiers; Reduced

A BIG 30%
Check Our Prices Before You Buy.
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